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Current Weather Conditions
Updated May 29, 2020 5:00 PM 

ALMANAC
TODAY

Month & Paksham:
Jyeshtha & Shukla Paksha
Panchangam
Tithi : Ashtami: 07:56 pm
Nakshatram: Magha: 06:02 am,
Purva Phalguni: 04:42 am (Next Day)
Time to Avoid: (Bad time to start 

any important work)
Rahukalam: 08:59 am – 10:36 am
Yamagandam: 01:51 pm – 03:28 pm
Varjyam: 01:36 pm – 03:06 pm
Gulika: 05:44 am - 07:22 am
Good Time: (to start any important work)

Amritakalam: 10:40 am – 12:10 am
Abhijit Muhurtham: 11:47 am – 12:39 pm

Forecast: Sunny
Temp: 42/29
Humidity: 33%
Sunrise: 05.41
Sunset: 06.46

KP Sagar opens to
all-round jubilation

CENTRE TO LEAVE
LOCKDOWN 5.0 TO STATES 
n Lockdown extension likely for two more weeks

L VENKAT RAM REDDY
n HYDERABAD

Chief Minister K
Chandrasekhar Rao, whose pio-
neering Rythu Bandhu and
Rythu Bima schemes have
already been adapted and
adopted by the Centre and cer-
tain states for their own farmer-
oriented programmes, on
Friday declared that he would
soon announce a mega scheme
for the benefit of farmers in
Telangana that has no parallel
in the country and hence would
make India watch it in awe.

However, KCR did not detail

the new scheme, saying that he
wants to maintain the suspense
for some time. "I will be mak-
ing a major announcement on
launching a new scheme for
farmers in the State very
soon. The funds required for
this scheme have
already been
worked out
and this will
be an
unprecedent-
ed move that
has never
b e e n
attempted
by any

other State
in the
c o u n t r y.
The entire

country
w i l l

watch in awe
after I announce

this scheme. But I
want to maintain
suspense on the

scheme for few days. I request
farmers to bear with the sus-
pense for a week," KCR
remarked.
'We have achieved
Bangaru Telangana'

KCR was addressing the
media after inaugurating the
Kondapochamma Sagar project. 

KCR has another mega scheme for farmers 

KCR turning Telangana
into debtor state: BJP
K VENKATESHWARLU
n HYDERABAD

Former MP and BJP leader G
Vivek has alleged that Chief
Minister K Chandrasekhar
Rao is turning
Telangana into a
debtor state by con-
structing projects
for the sake of com-
missions. 

KCR has been mis-
guiding people with his
dictatorial rule in the state,
Vivek alleged, while participat-
ing in a programme orga-

nized in connection with
Somarapu Sathyanarayana
taking over responsibilities as
BJP Peddapalli district unit
president on Friday.

Vivek called upon the
party cadre to strive for

strengthening the
party unit in the dis-
trict. He alleged that
KCR had been
diverting Godavari

waters to his farm-
house. "People would

teach a fitting lesson to
KCR," he remarked.

n Yagams bring solemnity
to man-made wonder
PNS n HYDERABAD

Chief Minister K Chandrashekhar
Rao on Friday inaugurated the 15
TMC Kondapochamma Sagar reser-
voir by switching on pumps at the
Markook Pump House under the
Gajwel Assembly segment in a
solemn ceremony graced by Sri
Tridandi Chinna Jeeyar Swami.

As the spectacle of the Godavari
water reaching the Kondapochamma
Sagar reservoir from the pump
house at Markook unfolded, pump-
ing water to the highest point from
the mean sea level under the
Kaleshwaram project, there was all-
round jubilation.

KCR, along with the Jeeyar Swami,
then reached the observation deck on
the project outlets to watch the man-
made wonder. The Chief Minister,
along with his wife Shobha, then
made traditional offerings and prayed
to the Godavari river revered as
Goddess.

Earlier, KCR, along with his wife,
participated in the Sudarshana
Homam that was performed at the
pump house. After completing
"Poornahuti" at the pump house, he
proceeded for the inaugural. The
Chief Minister also participated in the
Chandi Homam performed by Vedic
pundits at Kondapochamma temple,
some 30 km away from the pump
house.

KCR and Chinna Jeeyar Swamy
performed Ganga Puja and offered
aarti to Godavari waters. 

PNS n AMARAVATI

In a blow to the YS
Jaganmohan Reddy govern-
ment, the Andhra Pradesh
High Court on Friday struck
down an Ordinance promul-
gated on April 10 curtailing the
tenure of the State Election
Commissioner from five to
three years.

A division bench of the
High Court comprising Chief
Justice JK Maheshwari and
Justice M Satyanarayana
Murthy also quashed a
Government Order appoint-
ing retired judge V Kanagaraj
as the new State Election
Commissioner and reinstat-
ed as SEC Nimmagadda
Ramesh Kumar, who had
come under attack from the
Chief Minister after the
bureaucrat postponed local
body elections citing Covid-
19 pandemic.

Justice V Kanagaraj, a retired
judge of the Madras High

Court, had assumed charge as
the SEC on April 11, replacing
Ramesh Kumar, who was
appointed during the previous
TDP rule.

The High Court delivered
the judgment on a batch of writ
petitions, including the one by
the aggrieved Ramesh Kumar,
challenging the Ordinance and
the appointment of a new
SEC.

Former Ministers Vadde
Sobhanadreswara Rao and

Kamineni Srinivas were among
the 12 others who had also
filed writ petitions against the
curtailing the tenure of the
SEC. 

Pronouncing its verdict on
13 petitions challenging
Ramesh Kumar's removal, the
division bench ruled that the
State government did not have
the power to issue an ordi-
nance under Section 213 of the
Constitution.

PNS n NEW DELHI

The Centre is likely to retain
a limited role and allow states
and union territories to take
decisions on whether to tight-
en or give additional
relaxations in the
nationwide lockdown
in their respective juris-
dictions from June
1, officials said on
Friday.

The central
government may,
however, advise state
authorities to continue
with strict curbs in
COVID-19 containment
zones in the worst-affect-

ed 30 municipal areas that
account for 80 per cent of the
positive cases in the country.

These 30 municipal areas
are from Maharashtra, Tamil
Nadu, Gujarat, Delhi, Madhya
Pradesh, West Bengal,
Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh,
Telangana, Andhra Pradesh,

Punjab and
Odisha.

"There is
every possibili-

ty that the
Centre will have

very limited role with
regards to imposing restric-

tions or giving relaxations
from June 1. 

Shah meets PM 
NEW DELHI: The nationwide
lockdown - the fourth phase of
which ends on May 31 - is likely
to be extended beyond this
date with more
relaxations as most
Indian states are in
favour of continuing it
for two more weeks,
sources said on Friday.
Union Home Minister
Amit Shah conveyed the
views of states on the issue to
Prime Minister Narendra Modi at
his residence at 7, Lok Kalyan
Marg, in Delhi earlier in the day.
The sources pointed out that

many states, majority of them
ruled by the BJP, are in favour of
the lockdown extension for the

fifth time due to increase in
novel coronavirus cases

in the wake of return of
migrant workers from
different states and
Indians stuck abroad.

On Thursday, Amit Shah
held telephonic talks with

Chief Ministers of different
states as to how successful the
fourth phase of the nationwide
lockdown had been and what all
were the expectations and
demands of the states. 

AP HC scraps Ordinance,
reinstates Ramesh as SEC

Elusive leopard
spotted at
Rajendranagar
PNS n HYDERABAD

Footage from CCTV cam-
eras installed on the PJTS
Agricultural University cam-
pus, under the
Rajendranagar Police station
limits, shows a leopard roam-
ing on the campus on
Thursday night. Officials
suspect that it is the same
leopard that was spotted ear-
lier this month.

According to sources,
locals first noticed the animal
and alerted the police about
its presence between the cam-
pus of the university and
that of the National Institute
of Rural Development.
Officials then checked the
CCTV footage and con-
firmed the movement of the
leopard. Forest officials were
then alerted. 

The police have asked
those staying nearby to
remain alert. 

D RAMA MOHAN 
n HYDERABAD

Sales of Indian-made foreign
liquor (IMFL) and beer have
declined drastically in
Telangana because of a combi-
nation of factors including
steep fall in the purchasing
power of salaried classes,
departure of migrant labourers
to their native places, jobless-
ness among local workers, clo-
sure of liquor shops during
what used to be their 'prime'
time (7-10 pm), and the 20%
hike in prices effected by the
government. 

Liquor traders now com-

plain that, in view of declining
sales, it would be burdensome
for them to pay life tax of Rs

1.10 crore per annum and the
cess imposed on old stocks by
the government. 

There are 2,211 wine shops
in the state that get their sup-
plies from 19 depots. The lock-
down from March 22 to May
5 caused dent to the tune of Rs
4,000 crore to the state exche-
quer in respect of excise duties. 

Wine shops resumed their
business from May 6. During
the week that ended on May

12, Rs 902 crore worth liquor
was sold.  However, subse-
quently the sales dropped.
During the fortnight from May
13 to 27, the total sales record-
ed was Rs 1,040 crore. In all,
the total sales recorded during
the month of May was only Rs
1,942 crore. 

Pronouncing its verdict on
13 petitions challenging
Ramesh Kumar's removal,
the division bench ruled
that the State
government did not have
the power to issue an
ordinance under Section
213 of the Constitution.

The entire country will watch in awe after I announce this
scheme. But I want to maintain suspense on the scheme for few

days. I request farmers to bear with the suspense for a week
— K CHANDRASEKHAR RAO, Chief Minister

VK Singh offers to quit
PNS n HYDERABAD

Telangana State Police
Academy (TSPA) director VK
Singh has written a letter to
state Chief Secretary Somesh
Kumar terming the 'delay' in
his promotion as 'humiliating';
and has offered to resign from
his post, 'if the government
does not think he is worth the
designation'.

In his letter, dated May 21,
Singh, who took over last year as
director of the Raja Bahadur
Venkat Rama Reddy Telangana
State Police Academy, said he was
an IPS officer of the 1987 Regular
Recruit (RR) batch and had
completed 33 years of service.

According to him, are were
vacancies in the rank of DG
subsequent to the retirement of

Special Protection Force DG
Tejdeep Kaur Menon on April
30 and Road Safety Authority
DG T. Krishna Prasad on
March 31. 

Stating that IPS officers of
the 1986 batch RR and IAS
officers of 1989 batch had
been promoted when there
were no clear vacancies, Singh

said it was "a matter of anguish
that the government has not
taken up the issue of our pro-
motion."

The Additional Director
General of Police, who has com-
pleted 33 years in service, wrote,
"It is getting difficult for me to
continue in the service with
this feeling of humiliation and
neglect. If the government feels
that I am not worth promotion,
then I would like to quit."

Singh was empanelled for
promotion to DGP rank in
February. But the government
has not yet promoted IPS offi-
cers of the 1987 batch, despite
there being vacant posts. In the
last three months, two officers
of DGP rank, Tejdeep Kaur
Menon and T Krishna Prasad,
have retired from service.

SPIRALING LOAD

169 fresh Covid
cases in Telangana
PNS n HYDERABAD

The case load continued its
upward spiral with TS register-
ing 169 cases on Friday. The
death toll due to COVID-19
rose to 71 on Friday, while the
number of cases climbed to
2,425. 

About 100 persons tested
positive in Telangana, while 4
persons succumbed to the
virus on Friday. Of the 4
deceased, three are males and
one a female, who had
underlying co-mor-
bidities. One 53-year-
old male was suffer-
ing with carcinoma
thyroid and he was
admitted 7 days ago.
Another 59-year-old
male was suffering with mul-
tiple myeloma and was admit-
ted 3 days ago; he succumbed
to the virus. Another 62-year-

old male was suffering with
hemiplegia and a 60-

year-old female patient
was suffering with
hypertension. She
died due to the virus.

In all, 69 migrants
and deportees tested

positive for the virus. Till
date, 417 foreign evacuees,
deportees and migrants tested
positive for virus.

Hyderabad
sizzles at 43o C
PNS n HYDERABAD

Hyderabad sizzled with the
mercury touching 43oC on
Friday and the same temper-
ature may continue on
Saturday. Even though there
is possibility of rain or thun-
dershower, the day tempera-
ture will remain in 41-43oC
range over the
next three
days. The
night tem-
perature is as
high as 30oC.

In Telangana,
heatwave-like conditions
have been observed at a few
places over north Telangana
districts. Highest maximum
temperature of 46.0 o C was
recorded at Jannaram
(Mancherial) on Friday.

Of the 4 deceased, three
are males and one a
female, who had
underlying
co-morbidities. One 
53-year-old male was
suffering with carcinoma
thyroid and he was
admitted 7 days ago.

NEW DELHI: An earthquake of
magnitude 4.6 struck near Delhi
on Friday, prompting people to
rush out of their homes.
The epicentre of the earthquake
was near Rohtak in Haryana,
according to India's National
Center for Seismology.
The earthquake struck at 9:08
pm at a depth of 3.3 km, the
agency said, strong tremors
were felt in Delhi and
surrounding areas for several
seconds.

Earthquake in
Delhi, Haryana

n Cites ‘humiliating' delay in promotion as reason
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Traders wilt under tax, cess dues amid declining liquor sales 
There are 2,211 wine shops in the state that
get their supplies from 19 depots. The
lockdown from March 22 to May 5 caused dent
to the tune of Rs 4,000 crore to the state
exchequer in respect of excise duties
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Chief General Manager of SBI OP Mishra meets Chief Secretary Somesh Kumar and donates PPE kits meant for supply to
government hospitals. SBI spends Rs 1.1 crore by participating in Covid-19 relief operations.
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KCR likens Kondapochamma
project to Niagara waterfalls
PNS n SIDDIPET

Chief Minister K
Chandrasekhar Rao has likened
the water being discharged into
Kondapochamma Sagar project
with that of the Nayagara
waterfalls. 

Addressing the media after
switching on pumping of water
through lift-irrigation at
Markook on Friday, the Chief
Minister said the capacity of
Kondapochamma Sagar canal
is more than that of the
Nagarjuna Sagar project canal. 

While the capacity of
Nagarjuna Sagar canal is only
11,000 cusecs,
Kondapochamma Sagar canal
has the capacity of carrying

11,500 cusecs of water.
Moreover, this canal is the
biggest in state. Mallanna Sagar
and Markook pump house are
28 km away. The water flow in
the canal up to 23 km distance
would be 1 tmc. If anyone ven-
tures into canal for swimming,
there is every possibility of
people getting washed away
and will surface at
Kondapochamma Sagar. 

Addressing these issues, the
Chief Minister asked the offi-
cials to educate people especial-
ly children and directed the
officials to set up bathing ghats
at several places and asked the
people to take bath only at
bathing ghats. 

KCR called the inauguration
of the project as a glorious event
in the history of the state. "This
project is very unique.

Godavari water entered
Kondapochamma Sagar as part
of the 10th lift-irrigation pro-
ject of Kaleswaram," he said.

"I bow my head in reverence
to the displaced persons in
irrigation projects right from
Kaleswaram to
Kondapochamma Sagar. Their
sacrifices led to bringing lakhs
of acres under the plough. The
sacrifices made by the dis-
placed persons are very valu-
able. The state government
gave a very good compensation
to them and will extend all the
support to them," KCR said
adding that sacrifices of dis-
placed persons always haunt
the government. 

Mallanna Sagar reservoir is

the biggest one under the
Kaleswaram project, the Chief
Minister said calling Mallanna
Sagar project as the second
biggest project in the state. 

"Reservoirs with a capacity of
165 tmc have been built, which
is unheard of anywhere in the
country. These projects have
been completed in 3 to 4 years.
The farmers of Telangana are
going to produce crops worth
Rs 1 lakh crore," KCR said
thanking journalists for high-
lighting Kondapochamma
Sagar project. "I bow my head
in reverence for migrant work-
ers for working in braving tem-
perature of 48 degrees Celsius
for execution of the project," he
said. 

Chief Minister K Chandrashekhar along with his wife during the inauguration of Kondapochamma Sagar canal on Friday.

CM acknowledged the contributions
made by project officials and labourers
in the construction, but he had special
words of praise for the displaced
persons who sacrificed their lands 

MEIL creates record
in completion of
Kaleshwaram project
PNS n HYDERABAD

The Markook pump house,
the last and vital one, was on
Friday inaugurated by Chief
Minister K Chandrashekhar
Rao who released water to
Konda Pochamma Sagar,
marking yet another mile-
stone in the multi-stage
Kaleshwaram Lift Irrigation
Scheme (KLIS). 

Infra giant, Megha
Engineering Infrastructure
Limited (MEIL) built this
prestigious reservoir and
pump house, equipping it with
six machines, each of 27 MW
capacity and an operational
pumping capacity of 3,763
MWs.

MEIL enhanced its reputa-
tion by completing all the
critical works of KLIS, a multi-
purpose lift irrigation project
taken up by Telangana
Government in record time.
The project intends to mould
Telangana into a 'Food Bowl'
using the water resources of
the Godavari river. By com-
pleting the majority of the
pumping stations for this

ambitious project in a record
time of 4 years, MEIL proved
its mettle.

A total of 22 pumping sta-
tions with 96 machines having
a total capacity of 4,680 MW
was constructed for this mega
project; a first-of-its-kind in
the world. Out of the total,
MEIL built 15 pumping sta-
tions with 89 machines having
a capacity of 3,840 MWs. 

KCR's determination and
his regular monitoring along
with the irrigation depart-
ment officials, coupled with
the critical support extended
by reputed electro-mechanical
engineering companies con-
tributed immensely to this
record-breaking feat. 

The Gayathri (Package-8)
pump house is the largest
underground pump house in
the world, constructed 470 feet
below the ground with a huge
pumping capacity. The under-
ground surge pool in this
pump house is taller than the
Eiffel Tower, and each one of
them could lift 3,000 cusecs of
water to a height of 111
meters. 

Migrant
returning to
WB from TS
on foot dies
PNS n BALASORE (ODISHA)

A 60-year-old migrant work-
er, on his way to West Bengal
from Hyderabad on foot in a
desperate attempt to reach
home, died near Soro in
Odisha's Balasore district on
Friday, police said.

The deceased, Hayar
Mohamad, who worked as a
mason in Hyderabad, was
returning home in West
Bengal's Paschimpara along
with his nephew on foot,
after having exhausted all
resources, they said.

The construction firm in
which both of them were
engaged is shut since March
because of the lockdown and
they were left with no money,
the police said, quoting the
deceased's nephew.

They started their journey
five days ago, reached Soro on
Thursday night and decided
to spend the night on the
veranda of a closed shop
near National Highway 16, a
police official said.

However, Hayar was found
dead in the morning and his
nephew, A Mohammad, con-
tacted the police.

Police rushed to the spot
and took Hayar to a hospital,
where he was declared dead.
The body has been sent for
post-mortem.

KP Sagar opens to all-round jubilation
Continued from page 1

They decanted water from the
kalash, used earlier to perform
Chandi and Sudarshana
Homams, into the reservoir.
With Godavari water reaching
Kondapochamma Sagar, all
10-stage lift-irrigation projects
have been completed.

The reservoir has been built
with a capacity of 15 tmc to
irrigate 3 lakh acres under its
ayacut and to quench thirst of
Hyderabad city.

The Kondapochamma Sagar
reservoir built at Pamulaparti
in Markook mandal of
Siddipet district as part of the
Kaleswaram Irrigation Project
is described as a boon to five
districts: Siddipet, Sangareddy,
Medak, Yadadri-Bhongir and
Medchal-Malkajgiri. The
reservoir fulfils the irrigation
and drinking water needs of
the five districts. It caters to
irrigation needs of over
2,85,280 acres in five districts.
The 15-km-long circular reser-

voir has been executed in
record time. The reservoir has
three main sluice gates:
Sangareddy canal, Jagadevpur
canal and Kesavapur canal.

The Sangareddy canal takes
care of water needs of Siddipet,
Medak and Sangareddy; while
the Jagadevpur canal trans-
ports water to Bhongir-Yadadri
district. Similarly, the Kesavpur
canal, being built at Shamirpet
in Medchal district, will cater
to drinking water needs of
people of the twin cities.

KCR turning
Telangana
into debtor
state: BJP
Continued from page 1

New district BJP president
Somarapu alleged that KCR
had hatched a conspiracy to
move the Krishna basin
water to Rayalaseema. 
He said that the Chief
Minister K Chandrashekar
Rao had shifted Godavari
waters to Kondapochamma
Sagar without giving the
same water to
Ramagundam.

Somarapu demanded the
Chief Minister to expand
the Ramagundam B-
Thermal Station immediate-
ly. 

He offered to strive for
uniting all opposition par-
ties against the ruling party's
dictatorial attitude.

Somarapu said that
Ramagundam Fertilizers
and Chemicals Ltd (RFCL)
would be reopened with
the cooperation of the cen-
tral government.

Former MLAs Gujjula
Ramakrishna Reddy,
Kacipeta Lingaiah, Balmuri
Vanitha and others partici-
pated.

Centre to leave
lockdown 5.0...
Continued from page 1

The states and UTs will take
decisions on such issues
depending on the situation
locally," a senior government
official told PTI.

The central government
may continue with the suspen-
sion on operation of interna-
tional flights and political
gatherings as well as closure of
malls and cinema halls, besides
ordering mandatory wearing
of face mask by people in pub-
lic places and maintenance of
social distancing norms every-
where. On reopening of
schools or restarting metro
train services, the states may be
allowed to take a call. "From
now onwards, lockdown mea-
sures will be reviewed every
fortnight where states will
have major say in every deci-
sion related to their respective
jurisdictions," the official said.
The states may also be allowed
to take a decision on allowing
religious places, which have
been shut since March 25,
when the lockdown had
begun.

Karnataka Chief Minister B
S Yediyurappa had recently
said that he has written to
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi requesting him that
Karnataka be allowed to
reopen temples, mosques,
churches and other religious
places.

AP HC scraps
Ordinance,
reinstates...
Continued from page 1

"The court ruled that the
state government did not
have the authority to curtail
the tenure of the SEC. It also
set aside the appointment of
the new SEC. The court con-
sidered all our arguments in
this regard," senior advocate
Jandhyala Ravi Shankar, who
appeared on behalf of one of
the petitioners, said.

The YSR Congress Party
government on April 10
abruptly removed Ramesh
Kumar from the post by pro-
mulgating the Ordinance,
amending the AP Panchayat
Raj Act, 1994, curtailing the
tenure of the SEC to three
years from five. The develop-
ments came in the backdrop
of a feud the Chief Minister
picked up with the SEC after
the latter postponed the elec-
tions to rural and urban local
bodies on March 15 in view
of the Covid-19 pandemic.

Jagan attacked Ramesh
Kumar in the name of caste
and complained against him
to the Governor.

The state government sub-
sequently filed a petition in
the Supreme Court challeng-
ing the SECs decision but the
apex court endorsed the
deferment of polls.

KCR has another mega
scheme for farmers 
Continued from page 1

KCR said people of the State
should take pride in the fact
that Telangana, far from being
a barren region that it was
before 2014, had reached a
stage now where the net worth
of its agriculture production
would be a staggering Rs 1
lakh crore per annum. "This
is no mean achievement since
all this was achieved in a
short span of 6 years which no
other State can boast of, and
we can rightfully say we have
achieved 'Bangaru Telangana'
now" he said.

The Chief Minister said
the bold decision of taking up
the multi-stage Kaleshwaram
Lift Irrigation Scheme (KLIS)
has yielded 165 TMC capac-
ity reservoirs and barrages.
The government was con-
structing additional projects,
he said and expressed his
gratitude to all the oustees
who had lost their households
for the completion of the pro-
ject, the migrant labour, the
irrigation and electricity engi-
neers who had worked hard to
complete 10 lifts in record
time.

Explaining the magnitude
of work involved in executing
the Kaleshwaram project,
KCR said that the project

required a massive amount of
4800 MW power to run all the
motors to pump the water. So,
521- km-long electrical lines
had been erected to supply the
necessary power to run the
pump houses. He said that
very soon the government
would embark on enhancing
the irrigation capacity beyond
the 165 TMC by completing
35 TMC Sitarama project at
Dummugudem and 7 TMC
Sammakka Sagar. He also
assured farmers of
Narayankhed and Zaheerabad
area that the Telangana gov-
ernment was determined to
revivify Manjeera and
Haldivagu with Godavari
water. He said 15 check-dams
had been built under the
command area of Manjeera.

KCR said that KLIS had
helped Telangana improve its
ground water level.
Biodiversity in the project
areas is bound to improve,
with significant increase in
grazing land and areas where
wild life can thrive. He urged
people of Gajwel area not to
swim in the Mallannasagar-
Markook link canals as they
carry heavy flow of water. He
directed the district officials to
create separate enclosures for
people to wash clothes and
take a swim if they like.

Continued from page 1

Prior to lockdown, the daily
sales of liquor worked out to Rs
70 crore, but subsequently the
sales did not cross even Rs 50
crore as the increase in the
prices had a dampening effect
on tipplers. 

In some districts, the daily
sales of liquor upon reopening
of shops touched Rs 7 lakh.
Currently, the sales do not
cross even Rs 2 lakh, manage-
ments of wine shops com-
plain. 

The state government
imposed cut on salaries of
government employees, citing
decline in government rev-
enues. Private firms followed
suit. For the past two months,
the employees have had to
contend with half salary only.
Therefore, there is no surplus

left in their hands. In such a sit-
uation, the hike in the prices of
liquor has become prohibitive
and people are hesitating to
buy liquor.  

As the lockdown eased,
migrant labourers have left
for their native states. The
existing labourers in the state
are finding it difficult to find
work. In fact, 50 per cent of the
day's sales take place during
'prime' time -- 7 pm and 10
pm. But the wine shops are
now allowed to be open only
till 6 pm.  Therefore, sales of
liquor have dwindled across
the state.  Last year, 50,74, 162
cases of beer were sold during
this period. However, only
18,06,081 cases were sold dur-
ing the corresponding period
this year, reflecting 65 per cent
drop in sales compared to last
year. 

The fall in sales of beer
under Ranga Reddy Depot-1
limit is 81 per cent, followed by
Medchal Depot-2, 80%. 

Liquor traders say that they
have lost 45 business days and
also the licence period.  

In urban areas, each liquor
shop owner should pay life tax
of Rs 1.10 crore, which trans-
lates to Rs 31,000 per day.
Meanwhile, the state govern-
ment imposed special cess on
the old stocks, directing wine
shops to pay cess on the stocks
available with them till March
22, when the lockdown was
imposed. If the cess is not paid
by May 31, the government will
impose fine. 

Wine shop owners are a
worried lot as they are at a loss
to know how they can pay cess
and life tax amid declining
liquor sales.

Traders wilt under tax, cess dues amid declining...
Hyderabad
sizzles at... o C
According to TSDPS, heat-
wave-like conditions are
expected to continue at a few
places up to Saturday, mainly
over Adilabad, Komaram
Bheem, Nirmal, Nizamabad,
Jagtial, Mancherial, Peddapalli,
Karimnagar, Jayashankar,
Khammam and Nalgonda
Districts and thereafter it is
expected to recede slightly
from 30th May onwards.
Maximum temperatures are
expected to be in the range of
43o to 45 o C, while the min-
imum temperatures are expect-
ed to be in the range of 29 o to
32 o C.

169 fresh
Covid cases...
Continued from page 1

Of the 100 persons, 82 are
from GHMC, while 14 are
from Rangareddy and 2 each
from Medak and Sangareddy. 

According to the Health
Department, "In the past few
days, there has been a surge
of new cases in GHMC area.
It is once again reiterated that
all the non-pharmacological
preventive measures have to
be implemented strictly.
Vigorous contact tracing,
strict quarantine measures
(home and government), risk
assessment, judiciously
assessing the area of contain-
ment, strict perimeter control
have to be taken up. At this
juncture, risk communication
plays a major role in behav-
ioral change, mitigating fur-
ther spread of infection."
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Governor Dr Tamilisai Soundararajan interacts with teaching staff of Kakatiya University and its affiliated colleges via video
conference on Friday. Governor would interact with all universities in the state on every alternative day.  

VIRTUAL IINTERACTION

RIME
ORNERC

48-yr-old man
ends life over
financial woes

Minor found dead
under suspicious
circumstances

A48-year-old man committed
suicide by hanging himself in

the wee hours of Friday at KPHB.
Police suspect that financial
problems led the man to take the
extreme step. The victim was
identified as Laxminarayana
Shiva Kumar, a private employee
from Tamil Nadu residing with
his family at Nizampet under
KPHB police station limits.
According to the police, Kumar
had migrated to Hyderabad along
with his family six years ago. He
then worked as a sales
coordinator with a company at
KPHB colony. After the company
had to be shifted from
Hyderabad, Kumar joined
another company at Erramanzil,
but with much lesser salary, not
enough to meet his daily
expenditures and to feed his
family. Adding on to his woes,
due to the lockdown, he was not
being paid for the last few
months.  On Thursday night,
after having dinner with his
family he went to bed. On Friday
morning, after his wife woke up,
she could not find him anywhere
and his bike was missing as well.
Around 7 am, she got a call from
the KPHB Police that her
husband had committed suicide
by hanging himself with the help
of rope to an electrical pole.  The
KPHB police registered a case
under section 174 of the Crpc.

A12-year-old girl died under
suspicious circumstances at

her house in Falaknuma on
Thursday. The victim was
identified as Ayesha Siddiqua.
She was staying along with her
mother Taranum and step-father
Abdul Miskin in Nawab Sahab
Kunta at Falaknuma. According
to the police, Ayesha sought
permission from her mother to
visit her biological father Zaheer
Khan who stayed in Kalapathar.
However, Taranum refused to let
her go and instead scolded her
after which she went inside a
room while her mother went to
sleep. In the evening, her mother
woke and checked on her
daughter and found that Ayesha
was struggling with a scarf
around her neck. She was
rushed to Osmania General
Hospital where she died while
undergoing treatment. Based on
a complaint by her mother, the
police registered a suspicious
death case and began an
investigation.

Minor ends life as
mother chides for
watching TikTok

A17-year-old girl committed
suicide by hanging at her

residence in Ramanthapur after
being reprimanded for watching
Tiktok, a video-sharing social
network. According to the police,
the girl, identified as Deepika,
was constantly watching videos
on TikTok and was playing
games which allegedly enraged
her mother. She chided her
daughter for using the phone
and further asked to stop
watching TikTok and help her in
household chores. Depressed
over being reprimanded by her
mother, the girl hanged herself
from the ceiling with a saree and
ended her life. "When her mother
went to the girl's room, she
found her daughter hanging. She
was shifted to a hospital where
the doctors declared her brought
dead by the duty doctors" said
the police, adding that they
registered a case under the
section 174 (suspicious death)
of CrPC and launched an
investigation.

ICMR-NIN to conduct
Covid-19 rapid survey 
PNS n HYDERABAD

Hyderabad which emerged as
hotspot for Coronavirus will
now undergo sero-surveil-
lance. 

The Indian Council of
Medical Research (ICMR), in
collaboration with the National
Institute of Nutrition (NIN)
and the Telangana govern-
ment, will conduct a rapid sur-
vey in five containment zones
in Hyderabad on May 30 and
31 to understand the SARS-
CoV-2 infection among the
urban population in the state. 

The rapid survey in five
randomly selected contain-
ment zones is aimed at moni-
toring the trends of communi-
ty transmission of Covid-19, if
any, among the urban popula-
tion, NIN Director R.
Hemalatha said on Friday.

This is part of the ICMR's
district level sero-surveillance
survey that was taken up in
Jangaon, Kamareddy and
Nalgonda wherein 1,200 sam-
ples were collected for analy-
sis in the first phase.

Under the first phase, the
ICMR covered 69 districts
from 21 states across the coun-
try, including three districts in
Telangana, and the results are
awaited.

"In the current phase, sim-
ilar surveillance survey is pro-
posed in 13 hotspot cities in
India, of which Hyderabad

happens to be one. In the city,
five containment zones have
been selected randomly and
500 adults with 100 per con-
tainment zone will be random-
ly covered in the study," NIN
researchers said.

For the rapid survey, 10
teams and five coordinators
from the ICMR-NIN will be
supported by the state health
authorities, district administra-
tions of Hyderabad and
Rangareddy, Greater
Hyderabad Municipal
Corporation (GHMC), dis-
trict medical personnel and
grassroot level health func-
tionaries.

"While this ends the first

phase of the study, the ICMR
proposes to carry out four
more rounds of survey in the
coming months at different
time points in the same rural
and urban clusters. This initial
phase would serve as a baseline
to determine the sero-preva-
lence of SARS-CoV-2
(Covid19) infection in com-
munity, while the subsequent
rounds would help to monitor
the trends of infection among
the population of the select
zones. 

The study findings will be
useful to guide in designing
and implementing appropriate
public health preventive mea-
sures," said Dr. Hemalatha.

EResearchers say, since SARS-CoV-2 
causes asymptomatic infection, sero-
surveillance is recommended for active
case finding and contact-tracing

PNS n HYDERABAD

South Central Railway (SCR)
and Greater Hyderabad
Municipal Corporation offi-
cials on Friday convened a
meeting to discuss long-pend-
ing issues pertaining to acqui-
sition of railway lands for road
widening. The meeting main-
ly focussed on how to resolve
issues pertaining to land acqui-
sition of 2008.

GHMC Mayor Bonthu
Rammohan sought the coop-
eration of SCR in widening of
the road stretch from
Mettuguda to Shanthinagar
via Tukaramgate and opined
that issues raised due to land
acquisition of railway lands for
roads development and road
extension works can be sorted
out with mutual discussions.

The meeting was convened
as a follow up to the meeting

conducted by Municipal
Administration and Urban
Development Minister KT
Rama Rao with SCR officials
recently.

During the meeting, focus
was laid on addressing differ-
ent land acquisition issues that
cropped up in 2008. A notifi-
cation was issued for widening

and development of Sangeet
and Mettuguda junctions and
payments were also made for
properties and compound wall
that were identified as part of
the land acquisition.

However, railway officials
had approached the court seek-
ing revision of land value. A
three-member committee was

also constituted to address the
issue. With the problem per-
sisting, MAUD Minister had
instructed the GHMC offi-
cials to conduct meetings with
SCR and address the issues.

Following this, GHMC con-
ducted a meeting with SCR
officials on Friday and listed
down all the suggestions made
by them. Another meeting will
be convened shortly to take a
decision, the Mayor said.

GHMC Mayor along with Commissioner held a meeting with SCR officials on land
acquistion issues at Hyderabad on Friday.

During the meet,
focus was laid on
addressing
different land
acquisition issues
that cropped up in
2008.

SCR, GHMC working out ways to solve pending issues

Vegetable cleansers selling like hotcakes
NAVEENA GHANATE 
n HYDERABAD

Due to paranoia created by
Coronavirus pandemic, solu-
tions to wash vegetables and
fruits have been selling like
hotcakes. 

Cleaning fruits and vegeta-
bles has emerged as a major
concern as the wash routine
primarily is limited to water
only and some other tedious
DIYs at home to get rid of the
dirt, germs, pesticides and
others. 

Even though there is no evi-
dence of Covid-19 being trans-
mitted through food, big com-
panies are also cashing on
this, by coming out with veg-
etable and fruit cleaning prod-
ucts. 

Packaged goods firm ITC

Ltd on Friday announced the
launch of Nimwash, with
neem and citrus fruits extracts
that ensures washing away of
pesticides and 99.9 per cent
germs. Last month Marico
Ltd also forayed into fruit
hygiene category with product
'Veggie Clean'.

There are bunch of prod-
ucts, ranging from Rs 149 to
Rs 15,000 for cleaning fruits
and vegetables.  According to
Sameer Satpathy, Chief
Executive, Personal Care
Products Business Division,

ITC Limited, "Consumers'
sensitivity to health and
hygiene is at a heightened
level. ITC's first 100 per cent
natural action vegetable and
fruit wash is a consumer's
delight as it delivers on effec-
tiveness with the power of nat-
ural ingredients. Our endeav-
our always has been to iden-
tify and serve emerging con-
sumer need, in a manner

which helps consumers in
these challenging times. "

While there is no evidence
of Coronavirus spreading
through food, experts warn
that there's still a risk of get-
ting sick if you pick an object
an infected person has sneezed
or coughed on. Even WHO
recommends that you wash
them with plain water. Never
use any detergents or cleaning
agents.

Earlier FSSAI also advised
people to wash hands before
any food preparation, wash the
vegetables or fruits with clean
drinking water, prevent cross
contaimination between raw
and cooked foods. FSSAI said,
"Do not use bleach, chemical,
dish wash soap, antiseptics,
sanitisers etc, to clean fruits
and vegetables."

3 more cops test
positive for Corona
PNS n HYDERABAD

Three more policemen from
the Hyderabad City Police
were tested positive for
Covid-19 on Thursday and
are undergoing treatment at
designated hospitals in the
city. The total toll is 18 in
Telangana state police depart-
ment.

Among them is a consta-
ble working with the Traffic
Police station, Abids Road,
who was shifted to Gandhi
Hospital after his reports
showed he tested positive. A
senior official said around 15
policemen working with dif-
ferent wings of the city police,
including the traffic branch,
had tested positive for Covid-
19 so far.

MANUU extends
date for online
applications
PNS n HYDERABAD

Online applications for
entrance based regular cours-
es of Maulana Azad National
Urdu University (MANUU)
are open till June 10. The e-
prospectus and online appli-
cation forms are available on
the University website
manuu.edu.in. 
The entrance based courses
includes all Ph.D. courses
beside B.Tech & M.Tech ,
MCA, MBA, M.Ed,and oth-
ers. The MANUU on Friday
said Ph.D. admissions are
being offered in Urdu,
English, Hindi, Arabic,
Persian, Translation Studies,
Women Studies, Public
Administration, Political
Science, Social Work, Islamic
Studies, History, Economics,
Sociology; Education, Journ-
alism, Management,
Commerce, Mathematics,
Physics, Chemistry, Botany,
Zoology, Computer Science
& SEIP.

GHMC gears up to
battle against rains
PNS n HYDERABAD

The Greater Hyderabad
Municipal  Corporat ion
(GHMC) has fixed 127 of the
157 water logged areas in the
city where rains can inundate
the area. 

For the remaining 30 loca-
tions, 10 hp motors for
pumping of water will be
setup from
June to
October.

According
to Chief
Engineer Ziauddin,
"The special monsoon plan
has been prepared with a
total of Rs 24 crore 53 lakhs. 

In view of past experi-
ences, issues of water over-
flowing in 127 places where
traffic and residential areas
have been affected have been
fixed."

Ziauddin said 15 major

works have been completed
during the lockdown.
"However, there is a possibil-
ity that traffic will be stopped
for some time as the water
logs on the roads close to the
ponds." 

Mobile teams are being
set up at zonal and

circular levels
under the
year-long cur-

riculum.
He said
t h a t
t h e r e

are a
total of 79

mobile monsoon
emergency teams, including
the 87 mini mobile monsoon
emergency teams, as well as
the DCM and JCB. 

Staffers have been appoint-
ed to make shifts available.
The 101 Static Labor teams
will be available for 24 hours
in areas where rainwater is
high.

PNS n HYDERABAD

A Special Operations Team
(SOT), LB Nagar Zone along
with officials of agricultural
department and the Kandukur
Police arrested four persons
who were transporting spuri-
ous cotton seed in order to sell
the same to gullible farmers on
Thursday.  

The arrested persons have
been identified as Manyam
Laxminarayana, 46, from
Nagole, Pinjari Yusif Bhasha,
27, from Kurnool, Mala Dasari
Suresh, 21, from Kurnool and
Vempati Bachi, 42, from
Nagole. Another person
involved in the racket, identi-
fied as Hussain Saheb, a resi-
dent of Kurnool is absconding,
said the police.

"Laxminarayana has been
selling spurious cotton seed by
establishing a cotton seed pro-
cessing unit 'Thapasya Agro
Tech. at Uppal since the last
three years. He procures loose
seed from Kurnool and after
reprocessing the same at his

seed processing unit, he packs
them into covers of famous
brands," said Rachakonda CP
Mahesh Bhagwat.

"He then transports them in
the DCM van with Basha's,
Suresh's and Bachi's help to
different areas and sells them
to gullible farmers.  In 2019,
criminal cases were registered
against him in Khammam
District, in which he was
arrested and remanded to judi-
cial custody and all those cases
are pending trial. Despite the
crackdown on BT-III cotton

seeds, Laxminarayana sold
them to farmers by claiming
that it gives more yield than the
regular seeds," said the official.

He along with his associates
were nabbed on Thursday
while he was processing with
his modus operandi. 

Officials seized 39 bags con-
taining two tons of spurious
cotton seed along with a DCM
van, a seed processing
machine, two seed packing
machines and other evidence
from their possession all worth
Rs 50,00,000. 

PNS n HYDERABAD

The format of Telangana health
bulletin is being heavily trolled
by the netizens online.

Many are scratching their
heads, to understand the actu-
al figures. After huge spike in
cases was recorded on Friday,
the Health Department
changed the bulletin's usual
format, to make the new cases
seem low. 

Even the number of deaths
is being hidden in fine print.
Netizens started sharing the
bulletin of other states asking
them to follow the format. A
Neha in a tweet said,
"Whomsoever did this table
might have got ordered by the

officials to prepare the bulletin
in such a way that numbers are
released but let people not dis-
cuss numbers but about the
weird table in the bulletin.
Great job you succeeded for
sure" (sic). 

Another Srikanth said,
"Eatala Rajender Garu giving
us a Math problem to solve
everyday. And the question-

naire from the concern depart-
ment is a Master in making it
difficult to solve. And my
answer is 117. What's
yours?"(sic).

Gautham questioned, "Is the
Government of Telangana
afraid of publishing the affect-
ed districts on a particular day
since past 2 days?"

Netizens asked as to why
can't the bulletin be straight
forward. The numbers shared
in the bulletin don't match that
on Telangana government's
Covid website.

Another Sai Charan said,
"Add at least district wise cases
in bulletin. We requested for
area wise cases and now you
removed district wise cases too.

PNS n HYDERABAD

At least 13 huts were damaged
and three auto rickshaws were
burnt in a major fire reported
at Secunderabad's Bapuji
Nagar area under Bowenpally
police station limits on Friday. 

According to the police, gas
leaking from an LPG cylinder
is suspected to have caused the
blaze. After one of the huts
caught fire due to the gas leak-
age, the residents in the huts
adjacent to it rushed out of
their houses to safety. 

Within minutes, due to the
scorching heat, the fire spread
to other huts in the neighbour-
hood. Locals in the nearby res-
idential area noticed the fire
and thick smoke emanating
from the huts and alerted the
fire department and the police.

The police and the fire per-
sonnel rushed to the spot and
doused the fire within one
hour. Officials said straw and

plastic material in the huts
could have led to the thick
smoke apart from the unpleas-
ant odor in the surroundings.

The total worth of the dam-
aged property is yet to be esti-

mated. Most of the occupants
in the huts were migrant work-
ers, said the Police. Based on a
complaint, the Bowenpally
Police booked a case and inves-
tigating.

Fire in chemical
godown
PNS n HYDERABAD

A major fire erupted from
Krishna Industries Chemical
godown at Dhulapally under
Petbasheerabad police sta-
tion limits on Friday. 

According to the fire offi-
cials, the fire occurred after
chemicals preserved in the
drums exploded. Locals
alerted the police and the fire
brigade who rushed the spot.
The firefighters doused the
fire and the police shifted the
injured to a nearby hospital. 

Police said that two per-
sons sustained injuries in the
mishap and are undergoing
treatment. The police regis-
tered a case and launched an
investigation.

After one of the huts caught fire due
to the gas leakage, the residents in
the huts adjacent to it rushed out of
their houses to safety

Fire breaks out due to gas leakage, 13 huts damaged 

IIT-Hyd to host
online conference
on WFH
PNS n HYDERABAD

IIIT-H department of liber-
al arts will host an online con-
ference for employees and
human resource profession-
als 30th May 2020) on the
topic 'employee engagement
and welfare in the new nor-
mal of work-from-home,
post Covid-19.'

The event is open to the
public. They can participate
using the link -
https://meet.google.com/khg-
mint-eur. With Industry lead-
ers having to facilitate WFH
as the primary mode and
place of work, employee
engagement and welfare has
be looked at using a new per-
spective.

Cops arrest four for selling 
banned BT-III cotton seeds 

Asst prof, son found hanging
PNS n HYDERABAD

An assistant professor of a pri-
vate engineering college and her
10-year-old son were found
hanging in her residence at
Hydershakote in Lakshmi
Narasimha Colony in Narsingi
here on Friday evening. She is
suspected have been depressed
over ill health and killed her son
first and later committed sui-
cide, police said.

The victims were identified as

N Bhargavi, 34, and her son G
Varenya. She was married to
G.Satish, a software employee.
The couple, apart from Varenya,
has a one-year-old daughter.
According to the police, they
were found hanging from the
ceiling fan of their bedroom
from two dupattas in the
evening. Her family members
found them dead and alerted
the Narsingi police who said no
suicide note was found. Police
suspect Bhargavi was depressed

over her ill health. "She was suf-
fering from ill health since her
second delivery a year ago. She
is suspected to have been
depressed and resorted to the
extreme step," police said,
adding her family members
too had noticed symptoms of
depression for the last few days.

A case for murder was
booked and is being investigat-
ed. The bodies were shifted to
the Osmania General Hospital
morgue for autopsy.

After huge spike in
cases, the Health
Dept changed the
usual format of the
covid bulletin 

Top companies
including ITC and
Marico are cashing
on this by coming
out with vegetable
and fruit cleaning
products 

Netizens troll TS health bulletin

Elusive leopard
spotted at...
Continued from page 1

Officials believe it is the same
leopard that was spotted on
the main road in the Kattedan
area on May 14.  "The leopard's
movements were captured by
a camera trap set up by a grey-
hounds team in the area. We
have then identified the ani-
mals' pug marks in the area.
We suspect that it was in the
nearby Ghazanpad forest
block and has been venturing
in and out from there," said a
forest official from
Rangareddy. 
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TS BJP president Bandi Sanjay Kumar and institutional secretary general Srinivasulu visits AP BJP president Kanna
Lakshminarayana and express condolences to him for the loss of his daughter-in-law at Red Hills in Gachchibowli on Friday

Employees find fault with
TNGO, TGO for salary cuts

Employees JAC to stage protest on June 1 demanding govt to give full salary for May

PNS n HYDERABAD

The impact of Andhra Pradesh
state government's decision of
giving of full salary for the
month of May to their employ-
ees is falling on Telangana
state. 

However, the state govern-
ment has already announced
that the employees in
Telangana will have to face the
pay cuts for the month of
May, putting aside all the crit-
icisms. 

Before the announcement of
Chief Minister K
Chandrasekhar Rao, employ-
ees, teachers, pensioners JAC
demanded the state govern-
ment to give full salary for the
month of May besides giving
earlier two months pending
half salaries.

Following the announce-
ment of KCR, the JAC alleged
that state government is giving
half salary for third successive
month with the failure of
Telangana Non-gazetted
Officers' (TNGO), Telangana

Gazetted Officers' (TNGO)
union leaders. The JAC has
decided to stage protest on
June 1 demanding the state
government to give full salary
as the employees are facing
severe hardships with the pay
cuts.

However, the TNGO and

TGO unions' leaders on Friday
condemned the JAC's allega-
tion stating that the TNGO
union is working for the sake
of Telangana employees and for
the protection of rights of
Telangana people for the last 75
years. 

TNGO president Karem

Ravinder Reddy said that it is
shameful act that the employ-
ees are stating that they will not
follow the call given by the JAC
and on the other hand stating
that TNGO and TGO are the
reason for the non-unity of
employees.  

The JAC would stage protest
on June 1 from 10.30 am to
11.30 am by following physical
distance and wearing masks.
The JAC leaders would also
submit memorandums to the
collectors and RDOs on the
day.

Several political leaders also
extended their support to the
proposed dharna. 

Demanding the state gov-
ernment to give full salaries to
employees, contract, outsourc-
ing and pensioners for the
month of May, CPI state sec-
retary Chada Venkat Reddy
expressed concern saying that
the private firms would also cut
the salaries of their employees
further as the government
itself given a way to the cutting
of salaries of employees. 

TNGO and TGO unions' leaders
condemned the JAC's allegation stating
that the TNGO union is working for the
sake of Telangana employees 

Conduct
exams, limit
duration to 2
hours: TSCHE 
PNS n HYDERABAD

Telangana State Council of
Higher Education (TSCHE)
issued guidelines to the
Universities on conducting
Degree and Post Graduate
examinations in view of
Coronavirus. The Council
directed the Universities to
conduct final semester exam-
inations by reducing the tim-
ing of examination for two
hours instead of three hours
besides giving more chances
in question paper.  

TSCHE suggested that the
universities have to conduct
examinations for the final
year students of Degree and
PG from June 20 onwards. It
also suggested the universities
to conduct the examinations
of remaining semesters in the
months November or
December. 

TSCHE also suggested
universities to promote the
students of all semesters tem-
porarily without examina-
tions. The council made it
clear that the universities
have to conduct seminars,
projects and viva in online
only.

Leopard dies while being shifted to Hyd 
PNS n NALGONDA

A leopard, which was rescued
by forest officials in Nalgonda
district, died while being shift-
ed to Hyderabad's Nehru
Zoological Park on Thursday.

The forest personnel who
toiled hard for two hours on
Thursday to apprehend the
leopard, that strayed into a
sweet lemon garden on the
outskirts of Rajupeta Thanda
of Marriguda mandal of
Nalgonda district, near here
died en route to Hyderabad. 

The leopard was spotted
caught in a boundary mesh
around sweet lemon garden
around 9 am on Thursday. 

Jawaharlal Nehru zoological

park rescue team, lead by vet-
erinary assistant surgeon
Sayyed Asadullah, darted tran-
squilisers to catch hold of the
wild cat. 

The animal in distress

pounced back on the forest
personnel causing injuries to
two persons. 

The wild cat frightened by
the rescue team raising an
alarm hid under the forest

department's jeep. The team at
last managed to get it caged,
but died en route to
Hyderabad. 

The zoo officials said that
the wild cat was aged seven
years and died due to internal
bleeding and sulty weather. 

The zoo officials
said that the wild
cat was aged
seven years and
died due to
internal bleeding
and sultry weather
conditions

PNS n JAYASHANKAR
BHUPALPALLY

The district administration of
Jayashankar Bhupalpally gears
up to face the possible threat
from the menace of the desert
locusts. 

Collector Mohammad
Abdul Azeem convened a
meeting with the officials of
the different departments at
the Singareni Club House in
Bhupalpally on Friday.

Speaking on the occasion,
he said that the locusts might
come to the district if the wind
pattern is changed towards the
southern side. "As per the lat-
est information, the locusts
were seen in Nagpur area in
Maharashtra, if the flow of
wind is towards southern side,
there is possibility of coming
of swarm of the locusts to our
district. They will damage the
standing crops and other veg-
etation," he said and added
that the State government had
set up a State-level monitoring
committee which is stationed

at Ramagundam of Peddapalli
district in the State.

"The locusts first have to
reach Asifabad and
Mancherial districts before
they can come to our district.
In view of this, we have
formed several committees to
monitor the situation. A dis-
trict-level committee com-
prising Superintendent of
Police (SP), District Additional
Collector, District Agriculture
Officer, District Fire Officer
has been formed, while man-
dal level committee consisting
Assistant Director, Agriculture
Department, Kataram, and
DSP was formed.

Bhupalpally gears up
to face locust attack

Cops link drones
with patrol cars

Minister asks farmers
to raise fine variety rice 

PNS n RAJANNA-SIRCILLA

For the first time, drone cam-
eras were linked with patrol
cars to enhance enforcement
and surveillance in the dis-
trict. Acer, with the support
of T-Hub, has taken up it as
a pilot project in the district.
A drone and operator will be
attached to every patrolling
vehicle.

All the drones with camera
video surveillance will be
interlinked with district head-
quarters command control
room from where officers
could watch drone visuals as
well as location of drones.
Moreover, thermal drones
have also been used to get
clear night visuals.

Explaining about pilot pro-
ject, Superintendent of Police,
Rahul Hegde said police
could get visuals and other
details from the interior areas
where patrolling vehicles and
blue colt cops could not
reach. They are also planning
to link drone cameras to dial
100 service so that the drones
could reach the spot after get-
ting information through dial
100. It would help them to
enhance surveillance and
enforcement successfully, SP
said.

Minister directs
SW officials to
prepare students
for SSC exams
PNS n HYDERABAD

Minister for Social Welfare
Koppula Eshwar has direct-
ed officials of his department
to prepare the SSC students
of government residential
schools for the exams to be
held from June 8. 

The Minister insisted on
students observing precau-
tions against Covid-19 and
providing them healthy and
nutritious food. Reviewing
the precautions about resi-
dential school students at
the Residential Educational
Institutions Society confer-
ence hall here on Friday, the
Minister said that students
will reach their schools on
June 1.  He asked the officials
to take care of their health.
The online classes benefited
the students very well as
demonstrated by their talent,
he said.  

The principal of residential
schools and staff nurses
should sensitise students on
the precautions for Covid-19
like personal hygiene, social
distance and so on.  Thermal
screening facility should be
provided in all schools and
sanitizers and masks should
be supplied to students. 

In hostel rooms, dining
halls the social distance
should be observed. Class
rooms and benches and
tables should be cleaned. 

BJP terms regulated cultivation
as ‘Detention Cultivation Policy'
PNS n HYDERABAD

Condemning the Telangana
state government's regulated
cultivation policy, Telangana
BJP has termed regulated cul-
tivation policy as 'detention
cultivation policy'. 

On Friday, the party leaders
had held a discussion on the
regulated cultivation policy
introduced by the KCR gov-
ernment. 

Making it clear that the BJP
is not against agriculture
reforms and crop colonies,
Telangana BJP said that it is
opposing the KCR govern-
ment's decision of bringing
detention cultivation policy
in the name of regulated cul-
tivation policy without scien-
tific policy and without con-
sulting experts and political
parties properly. The party
made it clear that it is oppos-
ing the KCR's idea of linking
Rythu Bandhu to the cultiva-
tion of crops.

The party opined that the

state government has to follow
the Prime Minister Narendra
Modi government suggested
cultivation by conducting soil
tests. But bringing new policy
unscientifically is not correct
and it will harm the interests
of the farmers. The Telangana
BJP questioned the TRS gov-
ernment to tell as to what hap-
pened to Rs 125 crore released
by the centre for the sake of soil
cards to give them to farmers. 

The TRS government failed
to give soil cards to the farm-
ers by conducting soil tests yet.
The party asked KCR to tell on
what basis it wanted to change
the crop and said that so that
the regulated cultivation is
detention cultivation. The

party leaders said that they will
conduct a meeting with Rythu
leaders and agri scientists to
prepare a comprehensive
action plan on it. 

They asked the government
to conduct all-party meeting to
discuss on cultivation policy
comprehensively. The BJP
demanded the government to
discuss with the Rythu
Sangham leaders on the issue.

Telangana BJP Chief Bandi
Sanjay Kumar, leaders-N
Indrasena Reddy, Revuri
Prakash Reddy, Pongulati
Sudhakar Reddy, Sugunakar
Rao, Goli Madhusudhan
Reddy, Venkateshwarlu,
Manohar Reddy and others
were present.

PNS n HYDERABAD

Congress MP from Bhongir
Komatireddy Venkat Reddy
demanded the Andhra
Pradesh state government to
abolish the GO No 203 which
is aimed to enhance the capac-
ity of the Pothireddypadu head
regulator from 44,000 cusecs to
80,000 cusecs, with immediate
effect. 

Komatireddy opined that
the Telangana would experi-
ence heavy loss due to the deci-
sion taken by the Andhra
Pradesh government on
Pothireddypadu. Nagarjuna
Sagar reservoir will not get sin-
gle drop of water with the pro-
posed Rayalaseema Lift
Irrigation Scheme, he pointed
out. He alleged that the
Telangana Chief Minister K
Chandrasekhar Rao is doing
injustice to the South
Telangana while joining hands
with Andhra Pradesh Chief
Minister YS Jagan Mohan
Reddy. He said that KCR is
hatching conspiracy to make
South Telangana as a desert.

KCR's statement that the
Godavari water will be merged
in Krishna River is only for
commissions, Komatireddy
alleged saying Nalgonda dis-
trict would transform as a
desert with the

Kondapochamma project. He
alleged that the KCR govern-
ment kept Gandhamalla,
Baswapur reservoirs aside and
hence Congress party is
expressing its protest in this
regard. Making it clear that the
Congress party would fight
against the TRS government
for neglecting South Telangana
projects, Komatireddy called
upon the party cadre and lead-
ers to make proposed dharnas
at pending projects on June 2.
He also called upon the peo-
ple to participate in the dhar-
nas irrespective of political
affiliations. 

Komatireddy said, "SLBC
tunnel would have been com-

pleted if given Rs 1,000 crore.
However, the funds are going
to the pockets of KCR family
and water is going to Andhra
Pradesh state." Komatireddy
alleged that KCR is celebrating
Kondapochamma project
inauguration only to side track
the Pothireddypadu issue.

On Friday, Komatireddy
consoled the family of consta-
ble Dayakar Reddy, who died
of Coronavirus recently, while
visiting their residence at
Mamillagudem in Nalgonda
town. He demanded the state
government to provide job to
Dayakar Reddy's wife besides
extending ex-gratia of Rs 1
crore.

Congress MP from Bhongir Komatireddy Venkatreddy addresses media on Friday

PNS n HYDERABAD

Agriculture Miniser S
Niranjan Reddy on Friday
asked farmers to raise fine
variety of rice, oil palm, red
gram and advised them
against cultivation of maize
during the current kharif sea-
son. 

He was addressing an
awareness programme on
comprehensive and profitable
agriculture of the state govern-
ment here on Friday. 

Predicting ample irrigation
facility available in the state in
future, the Minister said that
the atmospheric conditions
and geographic conditions are
unique in Telangana. During
the past six years, KCR put the
state on the road to develop-
ment. He introduced many
schemes to benefit agriculture
sector sensing that state's
development is linked with the
development of agriculture
sector, he said.

This year the total area
under cultivation in various
crops would be 1.23 crore
acres. The millers are ready to
purchase fine variety of rice
from farmers. Therefore, he
advised the farmers to raise
only the profitable crops. Oil
palm is the only crop which
has bright future and whose
demand would never vanish,
he added. 

The state government has
been taking measures to pro-
duce new varieties of seeds to
improve the farm yield. The
government is studying
opportunities for marketing of
crops globally, the demand for
crops in various markets and
setting up godowns to store
the crops.  

The Minister advised farm-
ers to get their soil tested
prior to sowing the seeds.
The government is encourag-
ing setting up of Rytu Vedikas
to conduct training pro-
grammes for the farmers.  

PNS n HYDERABAD

The Telangana High Court on
Friday issued orders extending
the suspension of regular judi-
cial and administrative work till
June 6,, 2020. In an official noti-
fication, the registrar general of
the High Court said that the
HC, however, would continue to
take up the hearing of final hear-
ing, pending admission and

other matters as decided by the
respective judges in addition to
all emergency matters through
video conference mode. 

He said that the advocates,
government pleaders and stand-
ing counsel who don't have
video conferencing in their
office can address the court
from the control rooms set up
state judicial academy in
Secunderaad.  

The registrar general has also
said that the extension of the
lockdown would also apply to all
the subordinate courts, tri-

bunals working under the con-
trol of HC, Telangana State
legal Services Authority and
Telangana State Judicial Services
Academy. 

He said that the cases which
are listed up to June 6, 2020 shall
be adjourned automatically en-
block to a working day after one
month, which shall be uploaded
in the website of the district
courts and as well as CIS. 

70-yr-old woman returns from
Maha, denied entry into home 
PNS n KARIMNAGAR

A 70-year-old woman was
refused to allow into the house
by her family members. The
only reason for her denial is
that she came from
Maharashtra, wherein the
spread of coronavirus is ram-

pant. 
The helpless woman sat in

front of her house for help.
This bizarre incident was taken
place in Kisannagar of
Karimnagar town on Friday.
Katta Shyamala, who was
residing along with family
members of her three sons in

Kisannagar, went to Sholapur
to visit her relative's house and
stuck there due to the imposi-
tion of lockdown. The woman
was shocked as her family
members refused to allow her
into the house on the doubt
that she might have infected by
Covid-19.

Agriculture Minister Niranjan Reddy addresses an awareness programme on
comprehensive and profitable agriculture of the state government on Friday. 

Pocharam calls for
regulated farming
PNS n NIZAMABAD

Assembly Speaker Pocharam
Srinivasa Reddy on Friday
put the area under cultivation
under 23-lakh bore wells as 50
lakh acres. 

Speaking at an awareness
programme on Kharif-2020
cultivation plan at Sompur vil-
lage of Kotagiri mandal of
Banswada Assembly con-
stituency, he said that this
season the total area under
cultivation was limited 1.30
crore acres. 

In Banswada Assembly con-
stituency, the number of bore

wells was 42,000. Under the
TRS regime, power is being
supplied to agriculture sector
24x7 unlike the previous
regimes. 

He asked the farmers to cul-
tivate only t hose crops sug-
gested by agriculture depart-
ment as it would benefit the
farmers. 

Under the regulated cultiva-
tion, the farmers would be able
to achieve higher yield are set
to earn more profits. 

Cultivation of crops in tune
with the food habits of the
people would help them earn
more profits. 

Advocate
appointed to
review PIL 
on migrants 
PNS n HYDERABAD

The Telangana High Court
on Friday appointed senior
advocate Kowturu Pavan
Kumar as the advocate com-
missioner in a PIL case relat-
ed to stranded migrant work-
ers at Medchal highway. 

It directed him to proceed
to Medchal to find out
whether any migrant workers
are stranded at Medchal or
not. It has also directed him
to find out their conditions,
the facilities being extended
to them by the state govern-
ment, their destination,
where they would like to
migrate to, and if any
arrangements are being made
by the state government to
provide bus, train transporta-
tion to them so that the
migrant workers can reach
their native cities and villages. 

It has also asked Kumar to
file his report on or before
June 1, 2020. A division
bench comprising of the chief
justice of the state Justice RS
Chauhan and Justice B.
Vijaysen Reddy passed these
orders. Arguing the case on
behalf of the petitioner, HC
advocate Vasudha told the
division bench of the HC that
the state police were  picking
up the migrant workers hail-
ing from states like UP, Bihar
and states were being
dumped into trucks and
buses to send them Adilabad

TS HC extends suspension of judicial work till June 6

BJP leaders opined that the state
government has to follow the Prime
Minister Narendra Modi led BJP
government suggested cultivation by
conducting soil tests

Komatireddy demands AP
govt to scrap GO No 203 
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Recovery rate after
COVID-19 highest in
TN, says CM
CHENNAI: Averring that the
rate of recovery after
successful treatment for
COVID-19 in Tamil Nadu stood
at 54.4 per cent, the highest in
India, Chief Minister K
Palaniswami on Friday
slammed opposition parties
for faulting his government on
containing the lethal virus. He
said that ever since the first
Coronavirus case was
detected (in early March), his
government swung into action
and launched appropriate
measures to contain the
spread of the virus, besides
taking up screening and
treatment on a war footing. "It
is wrong to say that our
government has failed to
contain the virus. From day
one we stepped up our vigil
and took prompt measures to
minimise the loss of lives,"
Palaniswami said. 

No govt approval
needed for COVID-19
tests: Gujarat HC

Lockdown: Jain monks
seek easing of travel
norms for Chaturmas
THANE: Jain monks, who have
set out on foot for the annual
Chaturmas festival, which is
held in July, have approached
Chief Minister Uddhav
Thackeray seeking easing of
travel restrictions amid the
COVID-19 lockdown. In a
memorandum to the Chief
Minister, general secretary of
the state Congress Committee
president Suman Agarwal put
forth the requirements of
hundreds of sadhus and
sadhvis who walk barefoot to
different states for the annual
festival, a release stated. In the
release, Agarwal said she has
sought proper arrangements
for sadhus and sadhvis during
their travel, which starts one
month before the start of the
Chaturmas fast. In fact, several
of them had already started
walking along on the highways
in the state and would be
covering the distance to
Gujarat, Rajasthan, Madhya
Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh,
Karnataka, among other states
on foot, she said. 

AHMEDABAD: In a relief to
private doctors and people,
the Gujarat High Court on
Friday said that there was no
need to take approval of the
government for carrying out
coronavirus tests if doctors
recommend it. The
Ahmedabad Medical
Association (AMA) had
approached the high court
against a Gujarat government
order, which prohibits private
doctors and hospitals from
conducting COVID-19 tests
without getting approval from
designated health officials. In
its plea, the AMA argued
against this directive saying
that doctors' opinion should
be treated as final because any
delay would adversely affect
the health of both the patient
and the doctor. 

Chaos and jams at entry points after
satellite cities seal borders with Delhi
PNS n NEW DELHI

The tightening of traffic restric-
tions put in place to contain the
spread of the coronavirus by
Gurgaon and Ghaziabad admin-
istrations on their borders with
Delhi led to chaos and traffic
congestion on Friday. This comes
a day after the Haryana govern-
ment issued fresh orders to seal
the inter-state border to contain
the spread of the coronavirus.
Earlier this week, the Ghaziabad
district administration too made
the inter-city movement stricter
after it reported a spike in coro-
navirus cases.

Although Ghaziabad, Nodia,
Gurgaon fall under different
states, a large number of people
stay in these two cities, but work
in Delhi or vice versa.

"There was a massive chaos
this morning with traffic jams as
the police were not allowing peo-
ple to cross the border from

either sides, Ruchir Sharma,
who stays in Uttam Nagar in west
Delhi but works with a diagnos-
tics laboratory in Gurgaon, said.

The new directive (of tighten-
ing the restrictions) came late
night, so no one had clarity and
instructions were not issued to
the police. I am not sure if they
are allowing essential services
people or not but to get to the
check post after clearing the
whole queue was a long wait so

I decided to come back, Sharma
added. Those travelling to and
from Ghaziabad said the check-
ing had become very strict.

Rajendra Singh Yadav, who
works in a medical store in
Ghaziabad and resides in
Shahadra in east Delhi, said the
checking by police in Ghaziabad
led to traffic congestion on the
border. Assistant Superintendent
of Ghaziabad Police Keshav
Kumar told PTI that they are

conducting checks on the border.
Entry will be allowed for only
those involved in essential ser-
vices. He also acknowledged that
there was heavy traffic on the
borers due to checking by the
police.

Haryana's Home Minister
Anil Vij on Friday justified strict-
ness on the state's borders with
the national capital, saying if the
state does not take such measures
its coronavirus cases would be at
par with Delhi. Citing a sharp
increase in coronavirus cases
during the past one week in the

Haryana districts adjoining
Delhi, Vij had on Thursday
issued fresh orders for sealing
borders with the national capital.

I regularly monitor and keep
a close watch on the situation.
Here we are trying to save each
life, if we do not maintain strict-
ness on the borders and allow
free movement of people, then I
can say undoubtedly our cases
would be at par with Delhi. I have
to stop free movement of people,
said Vij while justifying the strict
measures, a day after he issued
the fresh orders.

Ajit Jogi: quintessential
politician who never gave up
PNS n RAIPUR

Ajit Pramod Kumar Jogi, the
first chief minister of
Chhattisgarh, wasknown in
the political circles as someone
who never gave up despite
defeats, controversies and
debilitating health issues. 

Jogi, 74, who died at a pri-
vate hospital here on Friday,
was the quintessential politi-
cian who enjoyed support
among tribal and scheduled
caste communities because of
his easy accessibility.

Born into a family of mod-
est means in Pendra Road
area of the then Bilaspur dis-
trict, Jogi earned his engi-
neering degree with a gold
medal from a university in
Ujjain in 1964.

After that he qualified first
for the Indian Police Service
and then the Indian
Administrative Service.

After serving as collector for
12 years in various districts
includingIndore and Raipur,
Jogi resigned in 1986 and joined

the Congress. The party sent
him to the Rajya Sabha for two
terms — 1986-92 and 1992-98.

His rise in politics was mete-
oric, and he became chief
minister of the newly formed
Chhattisgarh state in
November 2000, trumping
rivals such as Congress stal-
wart Vidyacharan Shukla.

As chief minister, he was
credited with setting up a
state-of-the-art heart hospital
in Raipur under the Public-
Private-Partnership mode.

Jogi focused on improving
health infrastructure in the
tribal-dominated backward

state and also laid the founda-
tion stone of the new capital city
near Abhanpur area of Raipur.

His ambitious `Jogi Dabri
scheme' to develop small water
sources won praise, but was
later marred by corruption
allegations.

He was accused for splitting
the opposition BJP after 12 of
its MLAs joined the ruling
Congress in 2002.

Jogi succeeded in sidelining
Vidyacharan Shukla, who was
seeking to become Rajya Sabha
MP in 2002. Shukla then
joined Sharad Pawar's
Nationalist Congress Party.

In January 2003, Jogi faced a
major political setback when he
and his son Amit were named
as suspects in the murder of
Ram Avtar Jaggi, then treasur-
er of the state NCP. Amit Jogi
was also arrested but was later
acquitted by the trial court.

The BJP cashed in on the
issue during the Assembly
elections held towards the end
of 2003, in which the Congress
suffered a humiliating defeat.

COVID-19 PATIENTS:

Lack of communication b/w AIIMS,
Delhi govt over hospitalisation: HC
PNS n NEW DELHI

The Delhi High Court has said
there appeared to be a lack of
communication between the
AAP government and AIIMS
which led to several patients
who tested positive for COVID-
19 being shifted to other hospi-
tals instead of the dedicated
COVID-19 facility at AIIMS.

The high court noted that
these were out-station patients
who had come to AIIMS for
treatment of non-COVID ail-
ments and later tested positive
for coronavirus while residing
in the night shelter within the
hospital campus. 

A bench of Justices Vipin
Sanghi and Rajnish Bhatnagar
directed both All India Institute
of Medical Sciences (AIIMS)
and Delhi government to
appoint their respective nodal
officers and any communication
between the two related to
COVID-19 patients be
addressed to the nodal officer of
the other party.

"It appears to us that there is
lack of communication proto-
col between AIIMS and Delhi
government," the bench said.

The direction was issued
after 20 patients, being treated
at AIIMS for non-COVID ail-
ments, were transferred to Delhi
government hospitals after they
tested positive for coronavirus.

On this aspect, Delhi govern-
ment standing counsel Rahul
Mehra alleged in the  high court
that AIIMS was not accessible for
common man and that the hos-
pital was turning away COVID-
19 patients, unless they were well

connected and influential.
Delhi government, in its affi-

davit, said that the persons who
were found COVID positive
were admitted to its hospitals and
not at AIIMS, for the reason that
the decision to shift them to a
hospital had been taken in the
night, and at that hour, the
authorities at AIIMS were not
available. The contentions were
disputed by AIIMS which said
that it admits any person who
reports at the emergency, and is
found COVID positive and
requires hospitalisation instead
of home quarantine.

PNS n NEW DELHI

Farmers are being asked to make
as much of a racket as possible,
using drums, tin containers,
utensils and even hiring mobile
disc jockeys, in an attempt to
scare away locust swarms that are
attacking the country.

Millions of locusts are invad-
ing several states and there are
concerns they might reach Delhi.
Some farmers have been playing
loud music through speakers fit-
ted on vehicles in a bid to fright-
en the insects, said Rahul
Srivastava, a superintendent of
police in in UP's Jhansi district,
describing the mobile disc jock-
ey systems normally used at wed-
dings. Citizens have been keeping
doors and windows closed to stop
locusts entering into their homes.

"In the event of a locust attack,
farmers are advised to collective-
ly beat loud drums, tin contain-
ers, utensils and use loudspeak-
ers to prevent locusts from

descending on farms and dam-
aging crops," Suhas LY, district
magistrate of Gautam Buddha
Nagar district, said on Twitter.
The government is planning to
spray pesticides during the night
when locusts rest on trees, he said.

Authorities have cleared
locusts from about 50,468
hectares (1,24,709 acres) in sev-
eral states, including Rajasthan,
Madhya Pradesh, Gujarat,

Punjab and Maharashtra,
according to the Union
Agriculture Ministry.

A massive locust attack on the
country's farms adds another
challenge for PM Narendra
Modi's administration, which is
trying to contain the spread of the
coronavirus and limit its impact
on the economy. It cannot risk
food crops getting destroyed by
the insects at a time when millions

have been pushed into poverty
after losing their livelihoods
because of the world's most strin-
gent stay-at-home rules.

Some summer pulses, early-
sown cotton, vegetables and fruit
plantations run the risk of
destruction from the winged
invaders. The silver lining is that
the harvesting of winter crops is
over and sowing for the mon-
soon season is yet to begin.

CBI starts preliminary enquiry
into foreign donations of TJ
PNS n NEW DELHI

The CBI has registered a pre-
liminary enquiry against the
organisers of Tablighi Jamaat
for alleged dubious cash trans-
actions and hiding of foreign
donations from authorities,
officials said on Friday.

The agency has not named
any specific individual in the
enquiry, they added.

The enquiry is registered on
a complaint that the organis-
ers of the Jamaat are indulging
in dubious cash transactions
through illegal and unfair
means, the officials said.

It is alleged that the organ-
isers had not disclosed foreign
donations to the authorities
mandated under the Foreign
Contributions (Regulations)
Act for the purpose, they said.

With the registration of the
enquiry, the agency has start-
ed a probe into the financial
matters of the Tablighi Jamaat,

which had attracted headlines
after its members who congre-
gated at its Nizamuddin-based
headquarters here in March,
were found to be infected with
the coronavirus.

A preliminary enquiry is the
first step towards deciding
whether there exists prima

facie material to proceed with
a full-fledged investigation
with an FIR, the officials said.

The agency has started col-
lecting records of the Jamaat
from various authorities,
including the Delhi Police, and
has dispatched letters regarding
the same, they added. 

PNS n NEW DELHI

Union Food Minister Ram
Vilas Paswan on Friday said
Delhi and West Bengal govern-
ments have not yet distributed
the May month quota of 5 kg
free foodgrains under the
Pradhan Mantri Garib Anna
Yojana (PMGAY) to ration
card holders, while other states
and Union territories have
completed the distribution,
fully or partially.

Many beneficiaries are still
waiting for the May month
quota in states such as Madhya
Pradesh, Punjab, Maharashtra,
Himachal Pradesh, Gujarat,
Kerala and Manipur where up
to 80 per cent distribution has
been done, according to the

official data.
On distribution of one kg free

pulses per household under the
PMGAY, Paswan said states have
lifted 1.68 lakh tonnes of pulses
and are yet to provide month-

wise distribution of the same.
The progress report is awaited.

To ensure no poor goes
hungry, the Centre has allocat-
ed 5 kg rice or wheat per ben-
eficiary and 1 kg pulses per

family for free under the
PMGAY for April-June as part
of the Rs 20-lakh crore eco-
nomic package announced to
help those affected due to the
lockdown imposed to prevent
the spread of COVID-19.

"Delhi and West Bengal have
distributed April month quota of
foodgrains under the PMGAY.
Delhi achieved 96 per cent dis-
tribution in April, while West
Bengal 93 per cent. However in
the month of May, the two states
have achieved zero," Paswan
said via digital press conference.

Barring Delhi and West
Bengal, other states and union
territories have distributed
fully or partially the May
month quota of free grains
under the PMGAY, he said.

SC to hear on June 2 plea seeking

replacement of word India with ‘Bharat'
PNS n NEW DELHI

The Supreme Court will hear
on June 2 a plea which has
sought a direction to the
Centre to amend the
Constitution and replace the
word India with 'Bharat' or
'Hindustan', claiming it will
"instill a sense of pride in our
own nationality." 

The plea has sought a direc-
tion to the government to take
appropriate steps to bring
amendment in Article 1 of the
Constitution, which deals with
name and territory of the
Union, to the effect that "the
same refers to the country as
Bharat/Hindustan, to the
exclusion of India".  

The petition was listed for
hearing on Friday before the

apex court but it got deleted
from the list as Chief Justice of
India (CJI) S A Bobde was not
available. 

As per a notice uploaded on
the top court website, this
matter would be listed for
hearing on June 2 before a
bench headed by the CJI.  

The plea, filed by a Delhi-

based man, has claimed that
such an amendment will
"ensure the citizens of this
country to get over the colonial
past".  

"The removal of the English
name though appears symbol-
ic, will instill a sense of pride
in our own nationality, espe-
cially for the future generations
to come. Infact, the word India
being replaced with Bharat
would justify the hard fought
freedom by our ancestors,"
the plea claimed.  

Referring to the 1948
Constituent assembly debate
on Article 1 of the then draft
constitution, the plea said even
at that time there was a "strong
wave" in favour of naming the
country as 'Bharat' or
'Hindustan'.  

CRPF men donate
blood to Naxal injured in
encounter in Jharkhand

Govt 'shrinking' savings,
income of common man

PNS n NEW DELHI

Two Central Reserve Police
Force (CRPF) personnel
deployed in Jharkhand have
donated blood to save the life
of a Maoist, apprehended in an
injured condition after an
encounter with the force, on
"humanitarian" grounds, offi-
cials said on Friday.

A team led by the paramili-
tary forces' 60th battalion and
state police killed three Naxals
and apprehended two on
Thursday after a gunbattle in
the forests of the Manmaru-
Tebo area in Jharkhand's West
Singhbhum district. No securi-
ty forces personnel was injured.

CRPF constables Om
Prakash Yadav and Sandeep
Kumar volunteered to donate
blood on Thursday evening to
one of the injured Maoists,
Manoj Hessa, after the doctors
at a Tatanagar hospital
informed their commanders
that the injured person whom

they had got admitted had lost
a lot of blood.

"I know they train guns at
us...we also undertake combat
missions against them...but
above everything else is human-
ity. I just did my part as a human
being," Yadav told PTI over the
phone from Jharkhand.

The 36-year-old jawan, who
joined the country's largest
paramilitary force, which has
about 3.25 lakh personnel in its
ranks, in 2006, said he had
donated blood in the past as
well as he believes it is the most
precious life-saving gift one
can give to another person.

PNS n NEW DELHI

The Congress has alleged that the
economy is "sinking" but the gov-
ernment is consistently "shrink-
ing" the savings and income of
the common man by reducing
the savings bank deposit and
fixed deposit rates of public sec-
tor banks. Congress chief
spokesperson Randeep
Surjewala said in a statement that
"The impact of interest rate cut
decision on March 31 amounts
to loss of Rs 19,000 crore income
per year for the depositors".

Middle class and lower mid-
dle class is in "economic grief".
The decision to reduce interest
rates and discontinue RBI Bonds
during lockdown is "brainless,
heartless and shameless". Due to
the already existing economic
crisis worsened by COVID-19
the income of the people is
down, added the Congress
spokesperson. The interest rate
cuts in PPF, KVP, NSC and other
saving instruments further hit
the already shrinking savings of
approximately 30 crore deposi-

tors, who have deposited Rs 14
lakh crore in various savings
schemes, he said.

The latest blow for middles
class, farmers, pensioners and
women is discontinuation of
7.75 per cent RBI bonds and fur-
ther reduction of interest rates by
SBI, said Surjewala. In the last
two months, the total combined
reduction in income of 30 crore
depositors in saving schemes
(PPF, NSC, KVP etc) and 44.51
crore account holders of State
Bank of India (SBI) depositors is
Rs 44,670 crore annually (from
reduction in interest rates on sav-
ings scheme and reduction in
SBI savings, fixed deposit inter-
est rates), he claimed.

Authorities have
cleared locusts from
about 50,468
hectares in several
states, including
Rajasthan, MP,
Gujarat, Punjab and
Maharashtra, accord-
ing to the Union
Agriculture Ministry

"There was a massive chaos this
morning with traffic jams as the police
were not allowing people to cross the
border from either sides, Ruchir Sharma,
who stays in Uttam Nagar in west Delhi
but works with a diagnostics laboratory
in Gurgaon, said

Millions of locusts invade,
Delhi on high alert

Delhi, West Bengal not distributed May
quota of PMGAY free foodgrains: Paswan



Watching the public’s and
the Union and State
Governments’ response
to the COVID-19 pan-
demic and the devastat-

ing progress of the cyclone Amphan, I
was reminded of Charles Dickens’
famous sentence in A Tale of Two Cities,
“It was the best of times, it was the worst
of times, it was the age of wisdom, it was
the age of foolishness, it was the epoch
of belief, it was the epoch of incredulity,
it was the season of Light, it was the sea-
son of Darkness, it was the spring of
hope, it was the winter of despair, we had
everything before us, we had nothing
before us, we were all going direct to
Heaven, we were all going direct the other
way — in short, the period was so far like
the present period, that some of its nois-
iest authorities insisted on its being
received, for good or for evil, in the
superlative degree of comparison only.”

There are parts of the sentence that
are generally relevant to the times we live
in India but not to the specific context we
are talking about. Some parts do apply.
For example, it is “the best of times” in
terms of the courage, compassion and
generosity shown by a number of people
to help migrant workers, rendered unem-
ployed by the lockdown. One of them is
Pappan Singh Gehlot, a mushroom
farmer in Delhi’s Tigipur village, who has
bought air tickets worth `68,000 to
enable his migrant workers to return to
their village in Bihar. He has also given
each of them a cash advance of ̀ 3,000 so
that they do not face any hardship on
return, besides getting them medical cer-
tificates needed to fly. According to
reports, Gehlot, who has been taking care
of their food and accommodation since
the lockdown began on March 25, did not
want them to walk home given the risks,
including those of accidents, involved.
Interestingly, one of the reports has
quoted him as saying that he had made
several attempts to send them back to
their home States by a Shramik Special
train but could not manage to do so.

Another shining example is that of
Akshay Kothawale, a 30-year-old auto
driver in Pune, who is spending the
`200,000 he had saved for his wedding
to feed migrant workers and those in dis-
tress in the streets. With the help of his
friends who have chipped in, he is feed-
ing 400 people every day besides ferry-
ing senior citizens and pregnant women
to clinics.

Another example is that of the
alumni association of the Bengaluru-
based National Law School raising funds
to charter an Air Asia Boeing A-320 air-
craft to send 169 migrant workers and
five children home from Mumbai to
Ranchi in Jharkhand. According to
Sheyl Trehan, one of those involved in the

venture, it was carried out in
cooperation with Priya Sharma
of the Department of
Humanities and Social Sciences
of IIT, Mumbai.

There are many other exam-
ples of individuals and NGOs
going out of their ways to help
migrant labourers and urban
poor. They, however, constitute
a small slice of the population.
The overwhelming majority
could not care less or are hostile.
The indifference is manifest
even in the case of the havoc
wrought by the super-cyclone
Amphan, which has devastated
huge tracts in West Bengal and
parts of Odisha. West Bengal
bore the brunt of it. There were
not more than 86 deaths thanks
to the State Government’s excel-
lent work in evacuating people.
The physical damage has been
crippling. The Sunderbans, the
world’s largest mangrove forest
and a wildlife sanctuary, has vir-
tually been destroyed. Hundreds
and thousands of people have
been rendered homeless. Crops
over thousands of square kilo-
metres have been lost.
According to the Kolkata
Municipal Corporation, over
5,000 trees have been uprooted
in the city — the figure may have
been as high as 10,000 if the
adjacent areas are included.
Hundreds of lamp posts have
been destroyed. Yet, having sat-
isfied their voyeuristic instincts

in front of television sets, the
overwhelming majority outside
West Bengal and Odisha is now
obsessed with COVID-19 and
the threat the pandemic poses to
them.  

And this despite the fact
that COVID-19, the first case of
which was reported in India on
January 30, 2020, has been
killing far fewer people com-
pared to road accidents and
other causes. Thus, according to
the latest figures, there have
been over 166,000 cases, 71,196
cures and 4,706 deaths. This
means, on a rough average,
over 36 deaths per day since
January 30. In sharp contrast,
there are on an average 1,214
traffic accidents and 377 deaths
from such mishaps, every day.
There were 5.45 crore cases of,
and 28 lakh cases of deaths from
cardiovascular diseases in India
in 2016.

It is this hysteria worked up
over the COVID-19 pandemic
which is one of the main reasons
making this “the worst of times”
in terms of the cruelty arising
therefrom, and also the
hypocrisy laid bare by the mis-
match between official expres-
sions of concern for migrant
workers and their inhuman
treatment on the ground. It is
not just the fiasco of the efforts
to take them home by special
trains earmarked exclusively
for them. It is also the widely

manifested attitude of not being
sympathetic to the terrible suf-
fering of migrant workers on
highways, roads, airports, rail-
way stations and inter-State
borders — and regarding them
as untouchables to be con-
signed to the peripheries of their
villages or neighbourhood by
locals fearing them spreading
infection. And this despite wide
dissemination through media of
the fact that COVID-19 infects
one only through close person-
al contact and home quarantine
is good enough. Even single
women and children are not
spared!

The basic reason is fear and,
in its fundamental sub-stra-
tum, that of death. This is
understandable. There is neither
cure nor as yet a vaccine for
COVID-19. Exaggerated fear, in
the teeth of the availability of
information, which shows its
lack of basis, is, however, irra-
tional and unwarranted. Like all
fears, it should have been coun-
tered by an application of will.
This has not happened. Instead,
the majority of people in this
country has been enveloped by
a wild terror that has had the
better of their humane instincts
and rationality.

This leads to two other seg-
ments of Dickens’ observation,
“It was the age of wisdom, it was
the age of foolishness,” and “it
was the spring of hope, it was the

winter of despair.” It is the age of
wisdom in the sense that the
people are beginning to realise
that what many had taken for
granted — that humans are the
masters of the universe — is not
true and that rationality is a frag-
ile attribute. It is the age of fool-
ishness in that the majority
cannot still apply reason in a
time of crisis. The hope lies in
the shining conduct of a minor-
ity and the compassion and
courage shown by even people
from the most disprivileged
sections, the despair from the
selfishness and worse of the
majority and the attitude of the
Union and most of the State
Governments to the plight of
migrant workers.

It is a remarkable com-
mentary on the state of affairs
that the Supreme Court, on
Thursday, had to forbid the rail-
ways and the State
Governments from extracting
train or bus fares from strand-
ed migrant waiting to return
home. The railways had to pro-
vide them with food and water
during train journeys, while
the States from which they
were boarding would have to
take care of their meals and
water during bus journeys. One
only wishes the order came ear-
lier.

(The writer is Consultant
Editor, The Pioneer, and 
an author)

The word “quarantine centre” has become the
colonial equivalent of “kaala paani” or con-
finement in the dreaded prison on the

Andaman and Nicobar Islands, where our freedom
fighters were condemned to die in pitiable condi-
tions. Now we are condemning COVID-19
patients as untouchables and leaving them to their
fate if the horror stories of conditions at isolation
zones are anything to go by. According to the
Government’s guidelines, each quarantine centre
must have rooms/dormitories separated from one
another with water, food, telephone, laundry and

sanitation services. But the reality is so different that the Allahabad High Court actu-
ally took suo motu cognisance of the unhygienic and inhuman conditions at vari-
ous quarantine centres in Uttar Pradesh after an engineer succumbed to the infec-
tion there but not before apprising his wife of his plight. More lives could have been
saved had the conditions enabled recovery than worsening the health of patients.
This is not an isolated case. There are reports coming in from across the country
of unhygienic conditions, soiled sheets, a few dirty toilets for scores of people, no
social distancing, no privacy, shortage of food leading to people fighting over it, flies,
mosquitoes, snakebites, staff behaving in a rude manner, treating people like untouch-
ables and throwing food packets at them, lack of medicines for those who have dis-
eases like diabetes and heart ailments and disinterested doctors ignoring their duty.
No wonder then that there have been reports of people trying to flee quarantine cen-
tres, not reporting their conditions and committing suicide. Even doctors have been
up in arms about the sorry state of affairs. With the Government exiting the lock-
down in a graded manner and the country seeing a surge in cases coupled with
increasing testing, the pressure on these centres is bound to increase. How then
will it deal with the situation?

The Government should increasingly consider home quarantining people as the
public healthcare infrastructure is obviously overwhelmed. Plus, it can also think of
roping in the private sector healthcare providers or hotels, which can be turned into
quarantine centres for those who can afford to pay. There can be different budgets
to suit different pockets. This will free up Government facilities and money for the
millions who cannot afford to pay. Desperate times call for desperate measures and
it is time we began looking for out-of-the-box solutions to deal with this unprece-
dented situation. Corporates can be asked to foot some of the bills of the centres
and make it part of their CSR. The Government should have created the infrastruc-
ture during the lockdown period. The fact that it could not reflects poorly on it. 

India finds itself in a peculiar situation, caught
between the US and China over border tensions
in Ladakh. While its strategic proximity to the

first is a source of deep discontent for a hegemon-
ic Asian power, the maverick support from US
President Donald Trump, who offered to mediate
in the crisis, has meant double trouble. Trump has
made many mediation efforts on India’s behalf at
international fora before but the timing of this one
in a post-pandemic world is different. More than
India, it is a message to China. The US, which has
made no bones about China fudging the scale and

potency of the Wuhan contagion and is in a punishing mood, threatening to boy-
cott it economically, is building an international coalition of opinion against the Middle
Kingdom. It is, therefore, drawing India to be a part of this anti-China narrative, know-
ing full well that we could end up being among the top worst-hit nations and would
have much to be suspicious about our eastern neighbour. In that sense, the US is
feeding off India’s weakened position, courtesy its plunging economy and a soar-
ing public health crisis, as much as China is. The heightened tension at Ladakh is
China’s way of reminding India that it could light up the Himalayan border easily if
we fell into the US trap of building a global campaign against it or block trade and
investment here. In fact, given that we cannot end our import dependence on China
overnight considering its manufacturing edge over ours, particularly when the pan-
demic has paralysed our economy, we just have to engage with China one on one.
India, therefore, has rightly distanced itself, maintaining that it would solve issues
with its neighbours through dialogue and diplomatic mechanisms rather than exter-
nal intervention. China, too, which is used to speaking in a forked tongue, has already
indicated diplomacy as a way around the impasse. India is well familiar with this
blow-hot-blow-cold intimidatory tactic though the escalation this time is in sync with
Chinese depredations in the region against neighbours. Clearly, Xi Jinping wants to
justify the need for his muscular leadership by positing the world as an enemy out
to finish China as he faces a fall in GDP, about 25 per cent unemployment, a plung-
ing economy and the suppressed rage of a people, who will never know the dam-
age the virus has done to them.

So what should India do? As Doklam has taught us, standing down is not always
the way. Indian troops are now favourably placed in many positions and border infra-
structure has been fairly ramped up over the last decade. Improved road corridors
mean that we can now service requirements and replenish supplies even better. This
is what has been exasperating the People’s Liberation Army (PLA), which realises
that its edge in the region is gradually being blunted and thinks that India might have
ambitions in the Aksai Chin. So India should remain firm on legitimate positions. At
the same time, it must step up diplomacy and keep at it rather than diverting itself
to scaled up military conflicts as China is still a powerful neighbour. In fact, diplo-
macy, though requiring high-level intervention, may just work as the tussle this time
is over areas that are not really disputed since 1962 and quite distant from the Line
of Actual Control (LAC). Of course, this doesn’t mean that China won’t attempt trans-
gressions and territorial intimidation to armtwist us during crises.  At the same time,
if China rakes up the long Himalayan boundaries, we should also pose a counter-
weight by tying up with Southeast Asian nations and build a pressure against Chinese
expansionism in the South China Sea. We should discuss shared threats in the Indian
Ocean region with Vietnam, Philippines, Australia, Indonesia and Malaysia.
Diplomatically, we could circle China by galvanising the threat perception from it in
the region and strengthening a security alliance. One can do this with increased diplo-
matic engagement without appearing too aggressive and risking a Chinese hitback.
In fact, we must be prepared for more hostilities as India builds self-sufficiencies.
India has stalled it from ambushing our economy by amending its foreign direct invest-
ment (FDI) rules to mandate government approval for all investments from “bor-
der” countries and prevent hostile takeovers. We have already cancelled orders for
Chinese test kits as they were faulty and have switched to South Korea and other
nations. We are supporting a global impartial probe into the Wuhan contagion and
though “vocal for local” may not have any scale now, China will not sit easy with
the discomfort over 5G trials and a future shrinkage of its market in India.

Reforms in PDS

Sir — This refers to the article,
“Pandemic and PDS” (May 28) by
Santosh Biswal and Uttam
Chakraborty. It needs to be clari-
fied that the exercise of State-wise
coverage within the overall nation-
al coverage of the National Food
Security Act (NFSA) was done by
the erstwhile Planning
Commission using 68th round of
NSSO Household Consumption
Expenditure Survey (2011-12). 

The estimation took into
account the monthly per capita
expenditure of States and the inter-
State price differentials to arrive at
the consumption cut-offs for rural
and urban areas for each State/UT.
This was thereafter used to arrive
at the percentage of persons falling
below that cut-off level of expen-
diture separately for rural and
urban areas. These percentages
were then applied on the 2011 pop-
ulation Census to arrive at the
number of persons in each
State/UT both in rural and urban
areas. This yielded the eligible
population in the rural and urban
areas in each State/UT. 

The Planning Commission
methodology is such that the cov-
erage under NFSA is higher for
those States/UTs, where the size of

the population below the cut-off
level of expenditure is relatively
large in proportion to their total
population vis-à-vis those States
where the proportion was smaller.
Thus, while the all-India coverage
is up to 75 per cent of the rural and
up to 50 per cent of the urban pop-
ulation, this percentage is much
higher for the less developed
States/UTs. For instance, in Assam
84.17 per cent of the rural popu-
lation and 60.35 per cent of the
urban population is covered under

NFSA. Further, as per Section 10
of the Act, most States have evolved
their own exclusion/inclusion cri-
terion under targetted Public
Distribution System (PDS).

The authors are seemingly
attempting to highlight the prob-
lems in PDS but not noticing the
technology-driven reforms and
solutions already implemented by
the Centre in collaboration with all
State/UT Governments. They sur-
prisingly miss out on the following
facts regarding PDS reform:

nCoverage of 67 per cent benefi-
ciaries under NFSA is not a distant
dream. Around 81 crore people are
already covered under the Act to
receive subsidised food-grains
through PDS on a monthly basis.
n Ration cards/beneficiaries data
in all States/UTs have been com-
pletely digitised and available on
respective State/UT portals.
Foodgrains are also being distrib-
uted through electronic Point of
Sale devices in most of the
States/UTs.

n “One nation, one ration card” is
already enabled in 17 States/UTs.
nSo far, 146 LMT foodgrains have
been delivered to NFSA beneficia-
ries during April and May 2020
under regular NFSA and Pradhan
Mantri Garib Kalyan Anna Yojana
(PM-GKAY). Further, distribu-
tion is also under progress.
nAlso, the “Atma Nirbhar Bharat
Abhiyan” is being implemented to
reach out to all such people who
may not have NFSA or State ration
cardS, including migrants/strand-
ed migrants but are in need for
temporary ration.

A proper review of the above
initiatives on a factual basis should
have been done before naming
some States as “doubly disadvan-
taged.” This is a lack of proper
understanding of facts and ongo-
ing reforms, which often leads to
unsubstantiated criticism of the
PDS of having imaginary in-built
inequity. The Government always
welcomes further improvement
in the system and is open to any
constructive criticism as it helps in
improvement of the system for the
benefit of the poor.

Ministry of Consumer Affairs,
Food and Public Distribution
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Hysteria in a time of virus

HIRANMAY KARLEKAR

The Corona pandemic has been killing far fewer people compared to road accidents and
other causes. It has indeed brought out the best and the worst in humanity

The Government’s silence about
the border situation with China
is fueling massive speculation
and uncertainty at a time of cri-
sis. It must come clean and tell
India exactly what’s happening.

Congress leader
—Rahul Gandhi

This pandemic has reminded
us that not everyone has 
the luxury to stay at home,
and we have to be mindful
and try helping in whatever
way possible.

Actor
—Huma S Qureshi 

Have a big conflict …India and
China. Two countries with 1.4
billion people (each). Two
nations with very powerful mil-
itaries. India is not happy and
probably China is not happy.

US President
—Donald Trump

S O U N D B I T E

L E T T E R S T O  TT H E E D I T O R

Private hospitals must share the burden

T
his refers to the editorial, “The cost of care” (May
29). The Supreme Court has rightly questioned pri-
vate hospitals for not giving free COVID treatment

to affected patients. It is a fact that the growing num-
ber of cases has crippled Government hospitals. There
is a need for private hospitals to coordinate with the
Government to tide over the crisis. The Bench, head-
ed by Chief Justice SA Bobde, has asked the
Government to identify and prepare a list of hospitals
where COVID patients can be treated free of cost.

At least the private hospitals can waive consulta-
tion, laboratory and ward charges for patients. The cost
of medicines can be borne by them, too. In Government
hospitals, too, at least 25 per cent of the cost of treat-
ment and medicines should be borne by the patients.
Then people will be careful enough to stay away from
infected people. Since the Government has been bear-
ing the treatment cost, some people are not following

the guidelines. In many places, COVID warriors have
also been attacked. Also, it is unfair to expect private
hospitals to attend only to COVID patients. Those suf-
fering from other diseases should not be neglected. As
things stand now, other patients have been badly
neglected with some fatalities as well.

KV Seetharamaiah 
Hassan
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Hell before healing

At this stage, we cannot say
that there is community
spread of COVID-19 in Kerala.
But, we are on the brink of
community spread as 
cases have gone up. 

Kerala CM
—Pinarayi Vijayan

India was quick to brush off US mediation on Ladakh. Besides,
we can’t afford to rub China the wrong way in the pandemic era 

The dismal conditions at quarantine centres across the country
are more killing than the disease itself

Balancing act



The perfect blend

WE CAN’T ALLOW SOME PLATFORMS TO HAND-PICK THE
SPEECH THAT AMERICANS MAY ACCESS. THIS WILL BE A

BIG DAY FOR SOCIAL MEDIA AND FAIRNESS. 
—US PRESIDENT 

DONALD TRUMP

THE PRESIDENT IS TRAMPLING THE FIRST AMENDMENT
BY THREATENING THE FUNDAMENTAL FREE SPEECH
RIGHTS OF SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORMS. 
—PRESIDENT OF NETCHOICE
STEVE DELBIANCO

POINTCOUNTERPOINT

As sustainability becomes mainstream, it is
becoming a well-acknowledged fact that the
planet just does not possess the resources

required for us to maintain our current consump-
tion patterns and emulate the aspirational lifestyles
of the West. The estimated growth in global pop-
ulation to 10 billion in the not too distant future
is an added headwind. This situation has meant
that driving efficiencies in resource usage is fast
coming into public discourse to reduce the car-
bon footprint. This is translating into necessary
assets that would need funding. Such examples
abound, like fuel-efficient cars, migration of
public transport to e-vehicles, high-speed rail in
place of airlines, urban Mass Rapid Transit trains
substituting fuel-run vehicles, micro grids for far-
flung communities instead of diesel generators and
so on. 

While these assets, which are typically part of
large-scale transformational projects, are funded
either by the Government or by concessional loans
from development financial institutions, public
capital is not going to fulfil the need for the tril-
lions of dollars of investment the planet requires
to scale up projects that would usher in the desired
sustainability goals. 

However, the biggest challenge to bringing
private capital at scale is the fact that most pro-
jects do not offer commercially-viable returns,
owing to high upfront costs, long payback,
remote location of some projects, nascent tech-
nologies and in certain cases, political uncertain-
ties, weak institutional frameworks and so on.

This is where blended finance has come up
as a solution in this context. It combines public
sector and philanthropic monies as catalytic cap-
ital to raise multiples of private sector monies,
which help scale up the flow of funding to sus-
tainable projects, while yielding substantial eco-
nomic benefits to all stakeholders.

The blended finance structure addresses the
projects’ perceived risks, thereby helping increase
the size and number of funding opportunities. It
comprises funding, which may or may not be con-
cessionary, supported with one or more elements
like guarantees, political risk insurance, perfor-
mance insurance, outcome-based funding, inter-
est subvention, concessional or off-market local
currency hedging, project preparation grants and
so on.

This combination makes the projects’ terms
viable for private sector capital and for the pro-
ject developer, who otherwise may not have met
the criteria without the assistance these support-
ing mechanisms bring in.

Among the emerging markets, India is lead-
ing the way by developing successful blended
finance models. These are worth emulating in
other markets that have a similar development pro-
file as India in order to bring blended finance to
a global scale.

In India, the Government’s Viability Gap
Funding (VGF) model is one such success-story.
Launched in 2004, it supports projects under the
Public Private Partnership (PPP) mechanism.
VGF grants were made essentially for infrastruc-
ture projects where private sector sponsors were
selected via competitive bidding. The grant was
disbursed at the construction stage after the pri-
vate sector developer made an equity contribution
towards the project. This grant is typically 20 per
cent of the project’s capital cost and is allocated
from the Government’s budget. 

The Government then went a step ahead by
defining the norms of how VGF would apply to
utility-scale renewable energy projects, specifying

the role of the Solar Energy Corporation
of India in terms of evaluation, disburse-
ment and monitoring.

Another example is that of cKers
Finance and Rockefeller Foundation.
Inked in 2018, their partnership involves
an investment by Rockefeller in the
Delhi-based sustainable energy Non-
Banking Financial Company (NBFC) to
build a $50 million asset financing port-
folio for scaling up India’s decentralised
renewable energy segment (DRE). 

The Rockefeller investment would
help cKers provide funding access at rea-
sonable rates and terms to build the sus-
tainable energy portfolio about 10 per
cent of which would be in mini-grids.
While the national grid has reached
almost all places in India, the quality of
supply remains erratic and thus DRE
solutions like micro and mini-grids
hold value. 

Then there is the US-India Clean
Energy Finance (USICEF) programme,
which supports distributed solar power
projects through grants specifically for
early-stage project preparation support.
Managed by the Climate Policy Initiative,
it is a partnership between India’s renew-
able energy ministry, the US’ Overseas
Private Investment Corporation (OPIC)
and others. Developers apply to the
USICEF, which maintains an empanelled
list of service providers (legal and pro-
fessional services consultancies and so
on) and engages them with the grant. 

The project preparation support
makes these developers investment-
ready to raise funding from OPIC and
other like-minded firms. The average
grant is only about $0.1 million or so but
this is a significant challenge for the
developers given their small scale and the
limitations they face in resources and tal-
ent acquisition. 

This programme, with a total $3.5
million grant committed so far, has sup-
ported several rooftop solar, small
ground-mounted and solar home system
projects across more than a dozen
Indian States. Last is the “pay for success”
outcome funder model. Grameen Impact
Investment, a Mumbai-based impact
NBFC, launched social impact bonds
addressing women’s livelihood and

empowerment, youths’ skill-develop-
ment and clean energy. Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) spending by organ-
isations in India has risen exponential-
ly in recent years, mostly towards health
and education. However, India’s Human
Development Index score, which
includes mostly health and education
indicators, has hardly improved.

While CSR is only one component
of India’s social sector spending, this does
give some indication that actual achieve-
ment of outcomes is perhaps found want-
ing at times. The outcome funder model
attempts to close this gap. The pre-
defined outcome metrics are indepen-
dently verified by third-party evaluators
for on-ground achievement, only upon
which the outcome funder (a philan-
thropy or CSR fund) would meet the
enterprise’s interest and/or principle
obligations — thus “pay for success.”

This ensures that the philanthropic
resources are leveraged in a manner that
will help achieve outcomes far more than
what direct spending could possibly do. 

Other blended models abound glob-
ally, each of which can potentially be
replicated in India. The US-India
Catalytic Solar Finance Facility used cat-
alytic, first-loss capital to create risk-mit-
igation facilities. The Grid Solar Fund,
which funds off-grid solar companies,
raised $10 million in political risk insur-
ance from OPIC to attract investments
from the private sector. 

Climate Investor One Fund raised
blended capital at about 1.7 times mul-
tiple with a tiered-structure, which
bifurcates capital into first-loss, subor-
dinated equity and debt with credit guar-
antee to make lenders comfortable.
Denmark’s Climate Investment Fund
raised blended capital at over 1.7 times
multiple, by using a preferential model
where losses are shared equally by pub-
lic and private investors but the latter
enjoy a preferential return and a catch-
up option. 

At the same time, a preferential
model based on share classes was less
effective. The Global Energy Efficiency
and Renewable Energy Fund, which paid
principal and interest in batches between
its A and B share classes, could raise

blended capital only at about 0.8 times
multiple.

Models apart, another merit of
blended finance is that it can cover areas
traditionally unserved by conventional
funding, like US’ Prime Coalition, which
invests in early-stage clean energy tech-
nologies, the Africa Clean Energy
Facility, which focusses on project prepa-
ration and expects to raise a multiple of
about 20 times its grants and IFC-GEF’s
China Utility Energy Efficiency
Programme, which helped local banks
lend for energy efficiency.

Blended finance can also mobilise
commercial bank participation as seen
in Dutch bank FMO’s Guarantco that
grants partial credit guarantees to local
banks, Indonesia’s Sarulla geothermal
project that used a political risk guaran-
tee from Japan’s JBIC and a guarantee let-
ter from the Indonesian Government to
bring in commercial bank funding,
German KfW and ResponsAbility’s
Global Climate Partnership Fund that
refinances green lending schemes of local
banks or Africa Development Bank’s
Facility for Energy Inclusion that com-
bines commercial capital for small-scale
energy access projects.

In the end, compulsions like climate
change, greenhouse gas emissions, sub-
stituting the import cost of fossil fuels
and driving economic growth through
“green sectors” will necessitate an urgent
scale-up in sustainability projects. To
achieve this, innovative mechanisms to
raise dedicated green capital will hold the
key, especially as Indian banks cannot
always fund the long maturities that sus-
tainability projects entail. While blend-
ed finance cannot solve all the issues, it
can certainly address some of the barri-
ers. The models discussed in this article
have already shown demonstrable value
which makes them worth emulating.
Most of them can be potentially replicat-
ed and scaled up further to fund India’s
multitude sustainability challenges.
Emerging markets with similar chal-
lenges to India should also take note.

(Aiyer is Consultant, South Asia
Fast Track Sustainability Communications
and Bhattacharya is India Projects
Manager, Climate Bonds Initiative)  

Blended finance combines public sector and philanthropic monies as catalytic capital to raise
multiples of private sector monies, which help scale up the flow of funding to sustainable projects 
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Build cyber
resilience

RIPU BAJWA

As cyber attacks soar, a data recovery plan
must be fully integrated within the business

and align with its cloud strategy

IN THE END,
COMPULSIONS LIKE

CLIMATE CHANGE,
GREENHOUSE

GAS EMISSIONS,
SUBSTITUTING THE

IMPORT COST OF
FOSSIL FUELS AND

DRIVING ECONOMIC
GROWTH THROUGH

‘GREEN SECTORS’
WILL NECESSITATE

AN URGENT 
SCALE-UP IN

SUSTAINABILITY
PROJECTS. TO
ACHIEVE THIS,

INNOVATIVE
MECHANISMS TO
RAISE DEDICATED

GREEN CAPITAL
WILL HOLD THE 

KEY, ESPECIALLY AS
INDIAN BANKS

CANNOT ALWAYS
FUND THE LONG

MATURITIES THAT
SUSTAINABILITY

PROJECTS ENTAIL.
WHILE BLENDED

FINANCE CANNOT
SOLVE ALL THE
ISSUES, IT CAN

CERTAINLY
ADDRESS SOME OF

THE BARRIERS

During these extraordinary times, when the world is fighting
against the deadly COVID-19 pandemic, other threats like
the danger of catastrophic cyber attacks have fast mush-

roomed alongside. As business leaders come face to face with
rising cases across the world and in India, the need to be pre-
pared with better data security solutions arises. The World Economic
Forum’s Global Risks Report, 2020 ranks cyber attacks as the
second risk of greatest concern to businesses in the coming
decade. As the tools of the Darknet become more sophisticated
and accessible, cyber attacks are becoming increasingly border-
less — taking advantage of jurisdictional constraints of regional
authorities.

According to an industry research by Frost & Sullivan, 46 per
cent of Indian organisations that are in the process of digital trans-
formation have encountered a security incident in 2019. In fact,
as per another industry report released recently, India witnessed
a two to three-fold increase in the number of cyber attack inci-
dents during the ongoing lockdown that began on March 25. 

As it is, cybercrime constitutes a serious problem for India
even outside of crisis periods. India was among the top five most
targetted countries in the world by cyber criminals in recent years,
reflecting the significant amount of work still outstanding in strength-
ening the nation’s cyber defences. Though it is a positive devel-
opment that more than 550 million Indians have connected to the
Internet in recent years, fuelled by rural growth, this comes with
its own set of problems. The rapid proliferation of Internet users
and of the Internet of Things (IoT) has also left the country’s pub-
lic and private sectors vulnerable. We are seeing more and more
large-scale data loss and the rise of ransomware attacks — so
business resilience planning is key to survival. 

Why medium-sized businesses must act now: Reacting in
real time to a cyber attack is already too late. Managing the risk
requires agility, meticulous alignment across the business and test-
ing to maintain awareness. It is all about being proactive rather
than reactive. Cyber resilience is more important than ever as medi-
um-sized businesses assess their risk of being attacked,
whether at the hands of criminals or as collateral damage in cyber
warfare. Any data loss can put the nails in the coffin for unpre-
pared businesses. While today’s business leaders may hope to
evade the hit-list, it is a matter of “when” not “if” an attack hap-
pens.

Defending against catastrophic data loss: Defending a medi-
um-sized business from the worst-case scenario and mission-
critical data loss requires cyber security expertise and a holistic
approach to resilience. Awareness needs to be built across the
business —this is not just a technical problem. Synergy between
technology and business processes is where true resilience is
attained. Leaning on cyber experts when it comes to planning and
implementation will help businesses identify key applications, recov-
ery times and objectives. 

Every arm of the business needs to understand where its most
sensitive data and services are parked and the level of risk around
them. To understand the level of risk, an agile approach is need-
ed because risk changes along with the business landscape. For
this reason, regular scans and analysis of the internal landscape
are essential to understand these changes and the impact.

Protecting a huge portfolio of assets is not easy, especially
as it expands. But every business must understand what its DNA
is — that’s the critical 10-15 per cent of data that must be pro-
tected at all costs. This is the lifeblood of an organisation and, in
the event of a cyber-attack, is the difference between its life and
death. It is business-critical and must be decided upon with a holis-
tic view. For some organisations, this can often lead to analysis
paralysis — the desire to save it all. In the same way that we would
only carry our most essential belongings from a burning home,
businesses must decide upon their most prized data so that it can
be protected and used to recover the business in the aftermath. 

There is a cure: The good news is this process can be sim-
plified by data protection and cyber-security services that enable
organisations to establish policy-driven automated workflows to
move business-critical data into an isolated environment and lock
it down in less than five steps. This is called a cyber-vault, the
ultimate protection for a business’ DNA. 

In the event of an attack, this data will help businesses to recov-
er. When responding to cyber incidents and working to bring crit-
ical systems and data back online, accuracy and simplicity mat-
ter. A cyber recovery plan must be fully integrated within the busi-
ness and align with its cloud strategy.

Businesses are increasingly aware of the dangers of a cyber
attack but they need to truly invest in cyber resilience in order to
shore up the gaps in the ever-changing work environment. And
cyber security expertise is vital. The clock is ticking, it’s not a mat-
ter of “if” but “when” and businesses need to be prepared.

(The writer is Director and General Manager, Data Protection
Solutions, Dell Technologies)

Human beings respond well to
a familiar crisis, especially if it
is also imminent. They don’t

do nearly as well when the threat is
unfamiliar and still apparently quite
distant. Consider our response to the
current Coronavirus threat. Countries
in East Asia with recent experience of
similar viruses like SARS and so on
immediately responded with “test,
track and isolate” drills, plus instant
lockdowns if the virus had already

gained a foothold in the population. 
Other countries, just as rich and

well-educated, had the same informa-
tion but they waited several months
before taking emergency measures
that upset the comfortable routine of
their lives. So the US, UK and France
all ended up with death rates per mil-
lion more than 50 times higher than
China, Korea and Japan. 

The same applies to global heat-
ing, except that in this case we are all
Americans. None of us has prior expe-
rience of a genuine climate crisis and
although we have known enough
about what’s going to happen to jus-
tify urgent action for 30 years now, we
have done nothing decisive about it.
We have lots of “clean” technology but
total demand for energy has grown so
fast that we are still getting a steady
80 per cent  of our energy from fos-
sil fuels. Realistically, this is not going
to change much. We are who we are,

shaped by millions of years of evolu-
tion and our ancestors didn’t do
long-term planning; they had to con-
centrate on acute short-term prob-
lems. A truly serious response to the
climate threat will, therefore, come
only when it is starting to hurt.
Unfortunately, by then it will proba-
bly be too late. 

The Earth system — the bios-
phere, atmosphere, the oceans, the
rocks, all the components that govern
the climate — plays by its own rules.
It will absorb new inputs like warm-
ing for a long time while changing as
little as possible: It is a “homeostatic”
system. We are still benefiting from
this feature now: A full degree Celsius
of warming already and not much to
show for it except hotter summers,
shorter winters and bigger storms. But
when the pressure on the climate sys-
tem gets too great — reaches a tipping
point — it is liable to charge off in

unpredictable directions at high speed.
“Non-linear change”, they call it

and we won’t like it a bit. Hundreds
of millions, maybe billions, will start
to die. Then we will be ready to make
great changes to save ourselves but it
will be too late. Human systems will
be collapsing under the impact of
famines, wars and endless waves of
refugees. And besides, once the cli-
mate hits non-linear change, it is
almost impossible to bring it back.
We’re stuck with wherever it ends up,
whether that new state will support a
large human civilisation or not. 

How far ahead is this calamity?
We probably have at least a decade or
two. Will we end all our greenhouse
gas emissions in that time? Probably
not. Cutting our emissions isn’t
enough. We have to stop all of our
emissions before we push the climate
system over the edge and we don’t
even know precisely where the edge

is. Every bit of emissions we can cut
now gives us a little more time before
we reach the edge, but the global pop-
ulation will still be going up and peo-
ple in the poorer countries will still be
increasing their energy use. (It’s their
turn and you can’t deny them that.)

So, the crisis almost certainly will
arrive and then we will finally be will-
ing to make radical changes. What we
will desperately need at that point is
more time. That’s why we will need
geo-engineering. This is not a cure; it
is a way of temporarily counteracting
the warming caused by our emissions
of greenhouse gases by reflecting a
small part of the incoming sunlight in
one way or another. In fact, you could
say that it is “positive” geo-engineer-
ing, as opposed to the large-scale “neg-
ative” geo-engineering we have been
doing for the last two centuries by
dumping huge amounts of warming
gases into the atmosphere.

When we are finally ready to act
decisively on global warming, we
will need a window of time to make
the changes that are required to pre-
serve this global civilisation and the
biosphere it now dominates. Only geo-
engineering can create that window.
We don’t need to start geo-engineer-
ing now. It would be wonderful if we
never have to do it but that would take
a miracle. We cannot know how long
we would have to go on doing it,
either: Long enough to get the carbon
dioxide in the atmosphere back down
to a safe level, certainly, which would
be at least a matter of decades. But
even without knowing the answers to
these questions, we clearly need to
speed up research and testing of the
various potential techniques for geo-
engineering now.

(Gwynne Dyer’s new book is
‘Growing Pains: The Future of
Democracy and Work.’)

Climate change lessons from the Corona crisis
We clearly need to speed up research and testing of the various potential techniques for geo-engineering now
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Shops shutting, jobs lost,
massive commercial
landlords wiped out. The
future of our community
hubs looks bleak. Building a
replacement will require
more public intervention and
tax breaks for firms which
employ and procure supplies
locally. It won’t be easy but it
is an opportunity.       
(The Guardian editorial)

LOW SPIRITS ON
THE HIGH STREET
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NABARD
sanctions Rs
1,050 crore credit
support to WB

New Delhi: Amid reports of
Google eyeing a 5 per cent
stake in the company,
Vodafone Idea on Friday said it
constantly evaluates various
opportunities but there is no
proposal before the board of
the firm as yet. The
clarification to the BSE by
Vodafone Idea comes a day
after reports that Alphabet
Inc's Google is eyeing about 5
per cent stake in the telecom
company. "As part of
corporate strategy, the
company constantly evaluates
various opportunities for
enhancing the stakeholders'
value. As and when such
proposals are considered by
the board of directors of the
company warranting
disclosures, the company shall
comply with the disclosure
obligations," Vodafone Idea
said on Friday. Currently, there
is "no proposal" as reported
that is being considered at the
board, it added. "We wish to
reiterate and clarify that the
company will comply with
Sebi Listing Regulations and
duly keep the stock exchanges
informed of all the price-
sensitive information," it said.

Voda keeps evaluating
opportunities, no
proposal before
board now: VIL 

Kolkata: The National Bank for
Agriculture and Rural
Development (NABARD) has
sanctioned credit of Rs 1,050
crore in the current fiscal so
far to West Bengal for benefit
of farmers and poor people in
rural areas, an official said on
Friday. The credit support
under special liquidity facility
(SLF) will be extended to state
cooperative banks, regional
rural banks and micro-finance
institutions (MFIs), he said.
The NABARD has already
disbursed an amount of Rs
720 crore to state coperative
and regional rural banks, he
said, adding that
disbursements to MFIs will
commence shortly. The lender
has sanctioned Rs 300 crore
for MFIs, Rs 700 crore for
state cooperative banks and
Rs 50 crore for regional rural
banks. The development bank
said the credit flow to the rural
sector of the state is extreme
important to sustain
agricultural operations as the
economy has been hit by
COVID-19 outbreak. The credit
flow will provide relief to the
farmers in the upcoming
kharif season, he said. 

‘Madras HC issues notices to
Franklin Templeton MF, Sebi’
PNS n NEW DELHI

Notices have been issued to cri-
sis-hit Franklin Templeton
Mutual Fund and Sebi by the
Madras High Court after a
petition was filed by an
investors group to safeguard
nearly Rs 28,000 crore of
investors' money stuck in six
schemes shut down by the fund
house, according to a statement.

The investors' group,
Chennai Financial Markets and
Accountability (CFMA), also
said it is separately launching an
online petition to bring togeth-
er all affected investors and the
same would be forwarded to the
Prime Minister's Office as well
as the US parent of the fund
house and the US markets reg-
ulator SEC. It further said
mutual funds and fund man-
agers should be made to answer
questions on their choice of
investment, and compliance
with regulatory and prudential
norms, among others.

Last month, Franklin
Templeton had closed six debt
funds, citing redemption pres-
sures and lack of liquidity in the
bond markets. Since then, cap-
ital market regulator Sebi has
asked the fund house on mul-
tiple occasions to focus on

repaying the investors at the
earliest. According to CFMA,
the Madras High Court on
issued notices on May 26 to
Sebi, Franklin Templeton Asset
Management India Pvt Ltd
(FTAMC), trustees of the mutu-

al fund, its President Sanjay
Sapre, fixed income CIO
Santosh Kamath and other key
management personnel after a
Public Interest Litigation was
filed by it.

The high court took cog-

nizance of the seriousness of the
matter wherein the money of
the common public, amounting
to about Rs 28,000 crore, is at
risk of getting wiped off and has
asked Sebi to file a reply along
with a status report on the
actions taken by it, CFMA said
in its statement. As per the
investors group, Franklin
Templeton MF in their own
admission has stated that the
recovery of money across six
schemes will be in the range of
5-81 per cent over a period of
over 5 years.

Franklin Templeton MF in their own
admission has stated that the recovery
of money across six schemes will be in
the range of 5-81 per cent over a period
of over 5 years

Sensex surges 224 pts;
Nifty tops 9,550-mark
PNS n MUMBAI

Extending its rising streak to
the third session, equity bench-
mark Sensex jumped 224
points on Friday, driven by
gains in HDFC, ITC and HUL
despite weak cues from glob-
al markets.

After gyrating 656.72 points
during the day, the 30-share
BSE index rebounded from the
day's low to settle 223.51 points
or 0.69 per cent higher at
32,424.10. It hit an intra-day
high of 32,480.52 and a low of
31,823.80.

The NSE Nifty advanced
90.20 points or 0.95 per cent to
9,580.30. During the day, it
touched a high of 9,598.85 and
a low of 9,376.90.

ONGC was the top gainer in
the Sensex pack, jumping over
5 per cent, followed by Bajaj
Auto, ITC, Sun Pharma, Nestle
India, L&T, Maruti, UltraTech
Cement and HUL.

On the other hand, Infosys,
Axis Bank, Bharti Airtel, TCS
and Titan were among the lag-
gards.

Besides stock-specific
action, heavy foreign fund
inflows lent buying confidence
to domestic investors, ana-
lysts said.

On a net basis, foreign port-
folio investors bought equities
worth Rs 2,354.14 crore on
Thursday, provisional
exchange data showed.

Further, markets witnessed
volatility as India registered its
biggest single-day spike of
7,466 coronavirus cases.

The number of COVID-19
cases in India crossed 1.65 lakh
and the death toll climbed to
4,706, as per health ministry
data.

Globally, the number of
cases linked to the disease has

crossed 58.10 lakh, with the
death toll at around 3.60 lakh.

Meanwhile, bourses in Hong
Kong and Tokyo closed on a
negative note, while Shanghai
and Seoul finished with gains.

Stock exchanges in Europe
were trading in the red in early
deals. International oil bench-
mark Brent crude futures
slipped 2.33 per cent to USD
35.19 per barrel.

Rupee spurts by 14 paise to 75.62
foreign fund inflows, weak dollar
PNS n MUMBAI

The rupee appreciated by 14
paise to close at 75.62 against
the US dollar on Friday as for-
eign fund inflows and weak
American currency boosted
investor confidence. Forex
traders said investors are
awaiting the country's gross
domestic product data for
the January-March quarter,
due later in the day, for fur-
ther cues.  The rupee opened
higher at 75.71 at the inter-
bank forex market and later
touched a high of 75.48 in day
trade. The local unit finally
settled at 75.62 to the US dol-
lar, showing a gain of 14
paise over the last close of
75.76.

Indian stocks rose for a
third straight session on

Friday on the back of buying
by foreign funds. 

The 30-share BSE index
rebounded from the lows to
settle 223.51 points or 0.69 per
cent higher at 32,424.10. NSE
Nifty advanced 90.20 points
or 0.95 per cent to 9,580.30.

Foreign institutional
investors were net buyers in
the capital market, as they
bought equity shares worth Rs
2,354.14 crore on Thursday,
according to provisional
exchange data. 

The dollar index, which
gauges the greenback's
strength against a basket of six
currencies, fell by 0.08 per
cent to 98.30.

On a weekly basis, the
domestic unit has appreciat-
ed by 33 paise. It had settled
at 75.95 on May 22.

World shares fall as HK, US-China tensions weigh
PNS n BANGKOK

Shares fell Friday in Europe
and Asia as investors awaited
a news conference about China
by President Donald Trump
later in the day.

Benchmarks slipped in Paris,
Frankfurt and Tokyo but rose
in Shanghai. U.S. and Chinese
officials have been trading
harsh rhetoric recently on
everything from Hong Kong to
the response to the coron-
avirus outbreak.  One fear is
that further friction could lead
to another punishing round of
escalating tariffs between the
two countries that would hit
the global economy when it's
already in a severe recession
due to the coronavirus pan-
demic. “The world awaits
Trump's news conference
tonight and the market is react-
ing, although there is absolute-
ly no panic at all and it's about
pre-positioning," Chris Weston
of Pepperstone said in a com-
mentary.

China's National People's
Congress on Thursday
approved a national security
law aimed at suppressing seces-

sionist and subversive activity
in Hong Kong, overriding any
potential opposition by local
lawmakers. U.S. Secretary of
State Mike Pompeo has said the
law means Washington may no
longer treat the former British
colony, already reeling from
anti-government protests and
the pandemic, as autonomous
from Beijing. That could
undermine the city's status as
a major center for trade and
finance.

Germany's DAX lost 1.4% to
11,616.15 and the CAC 40 in
France slipped 1.2% to
4,712.27. Britain's FTSE 100
gave up 1.1% to 6,149.44. U.S.
markets were poised for loss-
es, with the future contract for
the S&P 500 0.6% lower and
the future for the Dow indus-
trials down 0.7%.

Weak economic data from
Japan also cast a pall, as the
government reported that
industrial production fell more

than 9% in April from the
month before, while retail sales
dropped nearly 10%, month-
on-month. That was the
biggest fall since a sales tax hike
in 1997. Hong Kong's Hang
Seng index dropped 0.7% to
22,961.47, while Japan's Nikkei
225 index fell 0.2% to
21,877.89. Australia's S&P/ASX
200 skidded 1.6% to 5,755.70.

The Kospi in South Korea
added 0.1% to 2,029.60, while
the Shanghai edged 0.2% high-

er to 2,852.35.
Overnight, the S&P 500

ended the day 0.2% lower at
3,029.73. The Dow Jones
Industrial Average lost 0.6% to
25,400.64 and the Nasdaq com-
posite fell 0.5%, to 9,368.99.

Even with Thursday's loss,
the S&P 500 is still on pace for
its third weekly gain of at least
2.5% in the last four weeks.
Following their breathtaking
drop of nearly 34% in February
and much of March, stocks
began recovering after the
Federal Reserve and Capitol
Hill pledged unprecedented
amounts of aid for the econo-
my.

Overnight, the S&P
500 ended the day
0.2% lower at
3,029.73. The Dow
Jones Industrial
Average lost 0.6% to
25,400.64 and the
Nasdaq composite
fell 0.5%, to
9,368.99.

Singapore top source of FDI in FY20
with investments worth USD 14.67 bn
PNS n NEW DELHI

Singapore was the top source
of foreign direct investment
into India for the second con-
secutive financial year,
accounting for about 30 per
cent of FDI inflows in 2019-20.

In the past two financial
years, FDI from Singapore has
surpassed that from Mauritius.

In the last financial year,
India attracted USD 14.67 bil-
lion in FDI from Singapore,
whereas it was USD 8.24 bil-
lion from Mauritius, according
to the data of the Department
for Promotion of Industry and
Internal Trade (DPIIT).

In 2018-19, Singapore's FDI
aggregated at USD 16.22 bil-
lion, while that from Mauritius
it was USD 8.08 billion.

According to experts,
Singapore has been able to out-
pace Mauritius with its ease of
doing business policies, simpli-
fied tax regime and a large
number of private investors.

"Mauritius was once seen as
a tax haven making it the

most favoured nation for rout-
ing investments in India. April
2017 brought key amendments
to the bilateral treaties with
Mauritius and Singapore
which neutralized the tax ben-
efits available in Mauritius. 

"Singapore with its ease of
business policies, simplified
tax regime and large number
of private investors has been
able to outrun Mauritius,"
Sandeep Jhunjhunwala,
Partner, Nangia Andersen LLP
said.

He said attractive corporate
tax rates, swift response in

combating the COVID-19
pandemic, impressive mobile
and internet penetration, and
technology uptake are making
India a primary destination to
invest.

"While countries are battling
the COVID-19 pandemic and
the world economy is headed
into recession, India received
a mammoth investment from
stake sale of Jio Platforms.
Economists and investors are
now closely watching India as
it is headed towards becoming
a digital giant," Jhunjhunwala
added. 

PNS n LUCKNOW

The Uttar Pradesh govern-
ment on Friday signed initial
agreements with various
industry bodies to help in
providing 11 lakh jobs to
migrant labourers who have
returned to the state in the
wake of the coronavirus pan-
demic.

The Federation of Indian
Chamber of Commerce and
Industry (FICCI) and Indian
Industries Association (IIA)
accounted for three lakh jobs
each, while NARDECO and
Laghu Udyog Bharati account-
ed for 2.5 lakh jobs each, UP
MSME minister Sidharth Nath
Singh told PTI.

He said memoranda of
understanding (MoUs) were
signed in the presence of Chief
Minister Yogi Adityanath,
whose promise to provide jobs
to migrants returning to the
state was fulfilled by the
MSME department of the UP

government.
"To those who had raised

questions as to how the state
government will carry out the
gigantic task of providing 11
lakh jobs to skilled and semi-
skilled labourers, the MSME
department has given the
answer," Singh asserted.

The minister pointed out

that certain states had consid-
ered UP labourers as liability,
"but, Adityanath converted
them into assets".

Singh said his department
has set up a control room for
migrant labourers and has so
far ensured payment of Rs
1,700 crore dues to workers in
75,000 units.

UP govt inks MOUs with industry
bodies for 11 lakh jobs to migrants

Singh said his department has set up a
control room for migrant labourers and
has so far ensured payment of Rs 1,700
crore dues to workers in 75,000 units

PNS n NEW DELHI

State-run Power Finance
Corporation (PFC) on Friday
announced the appointment
of Ravinder Singh Dhillon as
Chairman and Managing
Director from June 1 following
superannuation of Rajeev
Sharma this month.

The board of PFC in its
meeting held on Friday
approved the appointment of
Dhillon as CMD of the compa-
ny in pursuance of an order of
the Power Ministry issued in
this regard on April 7, 2020, the

power sector financier said in a
statement.

Dhillon's appointment as

Chairman and Managing
Director will be with effect
from the date of assumption of

charge of the post on or after
June 2020, it said. He would
hold the post till the date of his
superannuation (May 31, 2023)
or until further orders, the
company said. Incumbent
CMD Rajeev Sharma is attain-
ing superannuation on May
31, 2020, after a glorious career
spanning close to four decades,
the company said. He has been
instrumental in PFC's transfor-
mation as one of India's largest
financial and lending institu-
tions in the power sector and
the fourth largest profit-making
CPSE on a consolidated basis.

PNS n CHENNAI

Sundaram-Clayton Ltd, a lead-
ing supplier of aluminium die-
cast products has clocked a
23.43 per cent rise in its stand-
alone profits for the January-
March 2020 period at Rs 62.05
crore. The city-based TVS
Group company had regis-
tered net profits at Rs 50.27
crore during corresponding
quarter previous year. For the
full year ending March 31,
2020, net profits stood at Rs
68.70 crore, the company said
in a BSE filing. The net profits
registered in the corresponding
period last year stood at Rs
119.66 crore.

Total income for the quarter
under review was at Rs 394.77
crore as against Rs 455.65 crore
registered in the same period
last fiscal. For the full year end-
ing March 31, 2020 stand-
alone total income slipped to Rs
1,424.14 crore from Rs 1,932.94
crore registered in the corre-
sponding period last fiscal.

Sundaram-Clayton
posts 23.43% rise
in fourth quarter 

PNS n NEW DELHI

State-owned Coal India's fuel
allocation under the exclusive
e-auction scheme for the
non-power sector rose over
three-folds to 3.91 million
tonnes (MT) in April.

Coal India Ltd (CIL) had
allocated 1.20 MT of dry
fuel to the sector under the
scheme in April 2019, as per
latest government data.

This growth comes amid
CIL looking to tap the non-
power sector to consume its
coal in the wake of a slump
in demand for the dry fuel.

For the entire fiscal (2019-
20), the PSU's coal allocation
under the scheme dropped to
8.03 MT from 11.36 MT in
the previous year.

No dry fuel was allocated
in March 2020, whereas in
the same month of 2019,
1.93 MT of coal was booked
under the scheme, data
showed.

The scheme was launched
in 2015-16 to make coal
available to non-power con-
sumers, including captive
power plants.

CIL's coal
allocation
under
e-auction

Sebi bars two former
promoters of SSL from
capital mkts for 4 years
PNS n NEW DELHI

Regulator Sebi has barred
two ex-promoters of Shrivallis
Securities Ltd (SSL) -- Subrat
Kumar Routray and Snigdha
Biswal -- from the capital
markets for four years in an
illegal fund raising case.

In October 2018, Sebi had
passed an interim order
against Shrivallis Securities
and its directors and promot-
ers for illegally raising a sum
of Rs 4.4 crore, through a
redeemable preference shares
issue to at least 421 investors
during 2011-12 and 2012-
13.

The regulator had barred
the company's promoters and
directors from the capital
markets, as per the interim
order.

Sebi noted that Routray
and Biswal were the promot-
ers of SSL when money was
raised through the issue of
redeemable preference shares.

Routray and Biswal con-
tended that they were not
aware of the redeemable pref-
erence shares issue and they
transferred their shares in
SSL to the managing director

when they came to know
about the said fund raising.

But they failed to prove that
they had given a reasonable
public notice that the
redeemable preference shares
were issued without their
knowledge or consent.

Thus, both of them failed to
make out a case for why they
should not be held liable for
violation of the public issue
norms, Sebi said in an order
on Thursday.

Consequently, the regulator
has restrained Routray and
Biswal from buying, selling or
otherwise dealing in securities
in any manner whatsoever,
directly or indirectly, for a
period of four years or till the
completion of refund to the
investors of SSL, whichever
is late.

PFC clears Dhillon's appointment as CMD 
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Who is administering the
development of technical

education? Who is formulating
the courses? Who is conducting

inspections to check quality
education? Naveen Mittal —

Commissioner, Collegiate
Education and Technical

Education to Telangana is the
one behind it! With a passion

to pursue for a long term
working plan, Naveen Mittal

energised all his options with a
fresh perspective and moved to

the city of Hyderabad all the
way from Punjab. The

Pioneer's SHIKHA DUGGAL
finds out more about his

journey, his settlement plans,
conquest, etc

‘HYD GIVES A FRESH
PERSPECTIVE ON LIFE’

our associa-
tion with the
blossoming
city of
Hyderabad?

We came here from
Vijayawada in 2008 when I
was posted as the
Hyderabad District
Collector. Since then, it has
been an exciting journey. I
consider Hyderabad to be a
beautiful combination of an
historical place and moder-
nity. Somebody said, time
flies soon when you are
happy and I didn’t realise
where these 12 years flew by. 
How has Hyderabad
been treating you? 

This city has provided me
with an excellent quality of
life. The greatest asset
Hyderabad has is its people
and we have made some
wonderful friends here. In
terms of social life,
Hyderabad has the advan-
tages of both a suburban
area and metropolis. You
keep meeting the same set
of people every now and
then as you would do in a
small city yet you can main-
tain the anonymity of hav-
ing a personal life too when
you go out for entertain-
ment purposes. 
Anyone migrating from
other cities has appre-
hensions or precon-
ceived notions about
the place. What kind of
thoughts did you have
about Hyderabad
before moving here
and how do you find it
now? Were your appre-
hensions right?

Oh yes! I had a lot of
apprehensions before
migrating to Hyderabad. My
initial career like most of
the IAS officers do, was
spent in a rural area and the
district headquarters where
life was running at a slow
pace and in a comfortable
manner. After moving to
Hyderabad, it was full of
apprehensions right from
looking for accommodation,
admission for children,
transportation for family to
managing the general cost of
living. It took an initial cou-
ple of months for me to
adjust but once that period
was over, life became a cake-
walk over here.
Have you lived in other
cities in the country?
If so, how is
Hyderabad different
from others?

I have spent my child-
hood in various districts of
Punjab. For my higher stud-
ies I moved to Delhi and
Chandigarh to lead a pro-
gressive educational life. I
began my initial stages of
career in undivided Andhra
Pradesh. Life in Hyderabad
has surely been different. As
I said before, Hyderabad has
the best of many things —
old city and modern city,
social life of a small place
and comforts of a big city.
One thing that comes
to your mind when you
think of Hyderabad and
why?

Tehzeeb — the city pro-
moting decent manners and
a civilised culture! The most
amazing thing according to
me in Hyderabad is its
Deccani Tehzeeb. When you
meet people who have been
living in the city for many
generations, there is a
unique feeling you get which
immediately makes you feel
at home. The Ganga-Jamuni
Tehzeeb wherein people
from diverse cultures have
mixed together peacefully
with each other gives this

city a unique character.
What do you like and
dislike the most about
Hyderabad?

I like the people of
Hyderabad the most! Pretty
friendly people, managing

upmarket businesses with
utter professionalism. They
are extremely courteous
with a polished a back-
ground! All these years the
typical Hyderabadi slang has
kept me entertained a lot.
The things which can be
improved are its traffic and
roads and a lot of work is
going on in that direction.
Have you visited
Hyderabad earlier
before shifting here? If
so, what kind of differ-
ences have you seen
as a visitor and as a
person living here?

Yeah, I used to visit
Hyderabad regularly from
1997 till I moved here in
2008. In today’s times,
Hyderabad is almost
unrecognisable from the 90s.
There has been a huge devel-
opment in the last two
decades — in terms of infra-
structure, economy and it
has also become much more
cosmopolitan with the influx
of people from all parts of
the country and abroad due
to the software and other
industries developing here.
For the last four years,
Hyderabad has been the
number one city in India on
the Mercer’s Quality of
Living Index, mainly because
of the excellent health facili-
ties available here, the quality
of education, a high standard
of public safety and lower
pollution levels.

What is it that your rel-
atives or friends who
visit you here like to
take back and where
do they want to visit
when they come to
Hyderabad?

They take back the nice
memories of the time spent
here. There is no dearth of
places to be visited be it the
historical ones like
Charminar, Golconda fort,
Salarjung Museum,
Chowmohalla Palace,
Purana Palace or the mod-
ern ones like Ramoji Film
city, area around
Hussainsagar, the super
malls and developed areas of
Gachibowli and Kondapur.
One not only enjoys the
unique cuisine of
Hyderabad in old-world
charm eateries but also rel-
ish some of the finest cui-
sine from around the world
in contemporary restau-
rants. You can shop the
world-famous pearls here
but also scout for rustic
bangles in the Laad Bazaar.
Ultimately, what's
Hyderabad to you?

It is a living entity which
is very vibrant in its very
core and all-embracing from
outside!

I like the people of Hyderabad the
most! Pretty friendly people,

managing upmarket businesses with utter
professionalism. They are extremely courteous
with a polished a background! All these years
the typical Hyderabadi slang has kept me
entertained a lot. The things which can be
improved are its traffic and roads and a lot of
work is going on in that direction.

Y How is the city
helping you in your
career?

This city helped me
grow — first as a District
Collector for more than
two years, then as a
Special Commissioner of
Greater Hyderabad
Municipal Corporation
for nearly four and half
years and later as a
Secretary for Municipal
Administration and
Urban Development
where my majoritarian
part of the assignment
was Hyderabad. I have
been part of many won-
derful things which have
happened in this city —
Hyderabad Metro, Outer
Ring Road, PVNR
Expressway,
Computerisation of
GHMC, Hyderabad
Road Development
Corporation, housing
for the poor, Rs 5 meal
scheme for the poor and
many other things. It has
been a very satisfying
journey.

Can you share one
of your fondest
memories here?
There are many fond
memories that I can
share with you — be it
the community festival
of kite flying or the
celebrations of Iftars
followed by Eid in
Ramzan, Diwali par-
ties, the joy of
Bathukamma festivi-
ties, the amazing
colours of Holi, the
unique reverence of
Bonalu which goes on
for a month, the cake
making and celebra-
tions of Christmas —
this city is a unique
cauldron of best of all
worlds — north and
south, east and west!

How's Covid-19
affecting the job
sector especially
for the freshers
and is there going
to be any changes
in the syllabus
hereafter due to
the pandemic?

Covid-19 has affected
everybody in the whole
world. There will defi-
nitely be short-term
and long-term disrup-
tions because of it.
Freshers will have their
share of uncertainty
too. But I am very opti-
mistic about
Telangana's future. I
think students, both
outgoing and those in
the institutions, should
use this time to build
their skills and exper-
tise to make use of it for
upcoming opportuni-
ties. As far as the job
sector is concerned,
interviews are being
cancelled, it’s delaying
the joining dates as
well. Most companies
are depending on tech-
nology right now caus-
ing an adverse effect on
the job sector.

TEHZEEB — THE CITY
PROMOTING DECENT
MANNERS AND A
CIVILISED CULTURE!
THE MOST AMAZING
THING ACCORDING TO
ME IN HYDERABAD IS
ITS DECCANI TEHZEEB.
WHEN YOU MEET
PEOPLE WHO HAVE
BEEN LIVING IN THE
CITY FOR MANY
GENERATIONS, THERE
IS A UNIQUE FEELING
YOU GET WHICH
IMMEDIATELY MAKES
YOU FEEL AT HOME

Menstruation

matters!
As the Menstrual Hygiene week aims to break
the silence around menstruation and challenge
the stigma surrounding this natural cycle,
SHIKHA DUGGAL speaks to Dr Shehla Jamal, a
doctor, better known to have started the Period
Cups movement in India, on how it's still a
taboo in 2020, why it is important to overcome
this, and more

enstruation
matters, and it’s
high time we
all, irrespective
of our gender,
understand

this. Menstruation is a
natural process and must-
n’t add to any more
taboos. This Menstrual
Hygiene week, an awardee
who began the movement
of using menstrual cups
in India, Dr Shehla Jamal,
pledges to change mind-
sets and help spread
awareness through the
‘Youth for Seva’ platform. 

There are several health
risks associated with poor
menstrual hygiene, she
says. 

Poverty: Rural women
resort to using mud, old
rags, cow dung cakes and
ash to contain menstrual
blood. They tend to cause
a lot of inconvenience and
hinder a woman’s day-to-
day activities too. 

Negative menstrual
beliefs: The saga around
not allowing women to
dry their menstrual cloth-
ing in the sun act as a
breeding ground for
germs and can cause
infection. 

Lack of awareness: Not
knowing the importance
of menstrual hygiene con-
tinues to lead women to
use traditional methods
exposing themselves to

more risks. 
Mental health hazards:

Bloating, mood swings,
and headaches are symp-
toms of the pre-menstrual
syndrome. 

“Nobody wants to talk
about PMSing. The word
is used very frequently
and most times, flippantly
used, yet I doubt how
many even know what’s
Pre-Menstrual Syndrome.
It can sometimes cause
women a lot of discomfort
and break the state of
their mental health. If
mental health isn’t
addressed, it leads to
shorter menstrual cycles
or irregular periods,”
informs Dr Shehla. 

Socio-cultural aspects of
menstruation
She enlightens us on how
society must view menstrua-
tion. From adopting villages,
conducting camps, spreading
awareness in colleges and
schools, promoting menstru-
al hygiene is her only motto.
She appreciates the countless
women who came forward
to speak about menstrual
shame and stigma through
their social media handles.
“Raise awareness about men-
strual products like tampons
and menstrual cups. The
government must provide
free sanitary pads and con-
sider compulsory period
education at a particular
age,” she tells us. 

So this Menstrual Hygiene
week, remember to embrace
and celebrate your biological
cycle.

How to maintain menstrual hygiene?
The gynaecologist suggests some tips
every woman must follow to maintain
menstrual hygiene. 

o Change your pads every few hours
o Keep your vaginal area clean 
o Wear a clean underwear
o Don’t use “hygiene products” from the

market as they all are just gimmicks
o Stick to one method of sanitation

Myth and facts about menstrual bleeding
Dr Shehla then continues to de-bunk
some of the misconceptions surround-
ing menstruation. 

o Myth: Is menstrual blood just blood?
o Reality: Menstrual blood consists of

blood as well as extra tissue from the
uterus lining 

o Myth: Can women’s period cycle hap-
pen in sync?

o Reality: Women’s bodies react to the
hormones of other women around
them, and it causes a synchronization
of menstruation. Women who live
together sometimes do get their peri-
ods at the same time, but it may just be
a coincidence.

o Myth: Should You exercise while men-
struating?

o Reality: Unless you have severe cramp-
ing or excessive blood flow that inter-
feres with your ability to participate in
physical activities, there’s no reason to
refrain from exercise when you have
your period. Exercise during menstrua-
tion can relieve you from period
cramping. 

M

Nobody wants to talk
about PMSing. The
word is used very
frequently and most
times, flippantly used,
yet I doubt how many
even know what’s Pre-
Menstrual Syndrome. It
can sometimes cause
women a lot of discom-
fort and break the state
of their mental health. If
mental health isn’t add-
ressed, it leads to shor-
ter menstrual cycles or
irregular periods

— DR SHEHLA



fter sending numerous migrant
workers to their hometowns across

the nation, actor Sonu Sood has now
airlifted over 170 girls stuck in Kerala

amid the coronavirus lockdown.
Rajya Sabha MP Amar Patnaik on

Friday tweeted about Sonu’s initiative of airlift-
ing the Odia girls.

“Sonu SoodJi, you are helping the Odia
girls to return safely from Kerala is

commendable. Kudos to your
noble efforts. It’s incredible to

see how you are helping the
needy reach their homes

safely. More strength to
you,” Patnaik tweeted.

Reportedly, a special
aircraft was arranged to

help the girls who
were stuck in

Ernakulam.
The girls, who hail
from Odisha, were

working as stitching
and embroidery

labourers at a local
textile factory there.

On board also were 10
migrant labourers who
were working in a ply-

wood factory.
A source close to

the actor has pro-
vided pictures to

IANS, in which we
can see the girls

standing outside
the Kochi air-

port. And after
landing at

Bhubaneswar
airport, the

girls happily
posed for the

camera,
holding

Sonu’s pic-
tures in

their hands.

ushrat Bharucha, fresh from the suc-
cess of Dream Girl, is all set to play
the lead in the Hindi remake of the

hit Marathi horror film, Lapachhapi.
Titled Chhori, the film is helmed by

Vishal Furia, who directed the origi-
nal as well.

Lapachhapi revolved around age-old societal
beliefs and practices that give rise to tales of

pure terror. The work on the script is currently
underway and Vishal Kapoor, who also wrote the

original, is writing the remake.
Talking about her new project, Nushrat

says, “I am extremely excited to be a part
of Chhori. This genre excites me and

the fact that the story is anchored
in practices of our society,

makes it relatable and impact-
ful. I have wanted to work

with Vishal Furia and I am so
glad we’ve finally collaborated

on Chhori, which is so close
to his heart.”

Director Vishal Furia
added, “Getting a chance to
revisit the film has been an
amazing experience. I want

to take the remake a few
steps further and make a

much more impactful,
scary and thrilling film —

more so because I am
grateful for all the love I

still receive for Lapachhapi.
Partnering with Vikram and

his team along with Jack
Davis has been a wonderful
process and I am confident

that all of us can take this
film to even bigger heights.

Nushrat is a very strong and
promising actor who I believe

is well equipped to essay a
strong role all by herself. I have

wanted to collaborate with her for
a while now and I am glad that we

finally have a film together.”
In a recent interview with
Pinkvilla, Nushrat’s moth-

er had said the actor
would get married

very soon. She said,
“She is going to

get married very
soon, we are

going to push her
now. We have

given her enough
time and now she

has to listen to us.”
Besides Chhori, she

will also be seen
opposite Rajkummar

Rao in Chhalaang
and in Sunny

Kaushal-starrer
Hurdang.
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16-acre, high-mainte-
nance set that was
built for the Ajay
Devgn-starrer
Maidaan has been
dismantled owing to

the ongoing COVID-19 lock-
down and the upcoming mon-
soon season.

“We built a massive outdoor
set covering a 16-acre plot
around Mumbai, with all the
production infrastructure. Just
as the shoot was getting under-
way, the pandemic hit the
world,” said the film’s producer

Boney Kapoor, adding, “The set
has now been dismantled as
rains are due to arrive in
Mumbai. The rebuild will take
at least two months, which will
start in September at the earli-
est, so shooting can commence
only in November.”

Kapoor added this meant a
massive loss for us. "Thankfully
all the indoor and some out-
door, training portions were
shot in Lucknow and Kolkata, so
are already in the can,” he
informed.

Directed by Badhaai Ho

maker Amit Sharma, Maidaan is
a football drama based on the
life of former player, the late
Syed Abdul Rahim, who is also
regarded as one of the greatest
coaches in the sport that India
has seen. He managed the
Indian national team from 1950
until his death in 1963, and is
widely known as the architect of
modern Indian football.

Reportedly, sets of the Akshay
Kumar-starrer historical drama,
Prithviraj, will also be disman-
tled due to high maintenance
cost.

16-acre set of Ajay Devgn-starrer

MAIDAAN dismantled

A

A

SONU SOOD airlifts 177
Odia girls from Kerala

ctor Arjun Kapoor will be part of a
global effort to raise funds for
those affected by the COVID-19
pandemic. The effort also
involves international stars like
Jason Derulo, Dua Lipa,

Maluma, Nicky Jam, Becky G among others
The live fundraising event is called OHM

Live. It is a multi-platform charity initiative
and will take place on Friday.

“As conscious citizens, every one of us have
to do our bit to help as many people in need
due to the Coronavirus crisis. The pan-
demic has affected everyone globally. The
loss of lives and human suffering is
unbearable and devastating. Every one
of us living in every corner of the
world has understood that we are
deeply connected to one another,”
Arjun said.

The actor added, “It is an honour for
me to be a part of this esteemed plat-
form that has so many luminaries, from
so many countries, who are joining
hands to raise funds to support as
many people as possible. With so
many lives affected worldwide,
this charity initiative is essen-
tially one that sees humanity
stand up to protect humanity,”
he said.

Proceeds
raised
through
OHM Live
will go to
various
benefi-
ciaries
who are
support-
ing front-
line workers
fighting
against the
COVID-19 pandemic.

Arjun Kapoor joins Dua
Lipa, Jason Derulo to
raise COVID-19 funds
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Nushrat steps
into horror genre



aga Shaurya seems to be
a man on a mission these
days.  Having already
green-lit projects with
Sithara Entertainments,
Northstar Entertainment

and East Coast Productions, the
actor, last seen in the average grosser
Aswathama, has now agreed to fea-
ture in Ala Ela director Anish
Krishna’s next, The Pioneer has
learnt.

A well-placed source close to the
development tells us, “Anish pitched
a romantic family drama inter-
spersed with a lot of humour to
Shaurya a couple of months ago. The
actor evinced interest in it pronto.
Besides the story, he liked his charac-
ter — it’s something which he hither-

to played thus far. The
fact that the role will
induce humour was
an added bonus, as
he hasn’t attempted
comic roles in the
recent past. With
the script work
too more or less
completed,
Shaurya is look-
ing to start the
film in three-
four months
time. Majority
of the film will
be shot in
Hyderabad
while a small
schedule requires
the unit to travel
to a green setting.”

The source further
adds Shaurya and the director will
sit down to decide on the produc-
er. “A meeting, in which the tech-
nical composition of the film too
will be discussed, is around the
corner between both the parties.
One name that is confirmed on
the technical front as of now is
that of much-in demand cine-
matographer Sai Sriram,” the
source concludes.
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articipating in a #AskSam
session after a long while
on Friday, actress
Samantha said that she is
trying intermittent fasting
to stay fit during the

quarantine. “I am trying
‘Intermittent fasting’ .. also coz I am
forced too.. coz I eat biryani for
lunch every other day and love spicy
food .. I have finished 3 bottles of
pickle already .. so I assume fasting
will make me a good girl again
(sic),” she replied to a fan who asked
what has she been up to on the fit-
ness front of late.

Admitting that she has tried her
hands at cooking during the quar-
antine, she revealed that she
recently whipped up Shakshouka.

On one thing that she learnt
during the last 70 odd days, she
noted, “That you don’t have to run
after a dream .. the dream can be
at home also ... with family (sic).”

To a question on what she
thinks of her haters, she stated,
“Unfortunately for you .. you
don’t realise that you inspire me
compliments make me lazy
insults propel me to give my best
work .. so Thankyou (sic).”

P

ctor Naga Babu
has come down
heavily on
Balakrishna for
his remarks on
not being invit-

ed to meetings of noted
personalities of the indus-
try with Cinematography
minister Talasani Srinivas
Yadav over the past two
weeks. “Balakrishna garu
should ask the concerned
person who organised the
meetings on why he wasn’t

invited in the first
place. I believe it is

wrong on the
organiser’s

part to
have
not

invited him. However, his
comment — on actors try-
ing to grab lands and dis-
tribute among themselves
— left me disappointed. He
can’t run his mouth; he
should choose words care-
fully. The meetings were
organised for the industry
to get back on its feet. Even
I wasn’t invited to them.
With his loose talk,
Balakrishna garu has not
just insulted the industry
but also the Telangana gov-
ernment. He should apolo-
gise,” Naga Babu said on
his YouTube channel.

On

Thursday, when a reporter
from a Telugu news chan-
nel quizzed about his
absence from industry’s
recent meetings with
Talasani Srinivas Yadav,
Balayya had said, “Nobody
has invited me to the meet-
ings. They (the actors) are
doing real estate business
sitting with Srinivas Yadav.
I need not fear anyone
because it’s the truth.”

Speaking on the issue on
Friday, filmmaker
Thammareddy Bharadwaj
said the whole episode has
been blown out of propor-
tion as there is no contro-

versy in it in the first
place. “Inviting some-

one to a meet
depends on the

matter at hand.
If we come
across a situa-
tion which
needs
Balakrishna
garu’s atten-
tion, we will
speak to him

100 per cent,”
he said, refut-
ing rumours
about a divide
in the story.

Sam is forced to ‘try
intermittent fasting’

Anish pitched a
romantic family

drama
interspersed with
a lot of humour to
Shaurya a couple

of months ago.
The actor

evinced interest
in it pronto.

Besides the story
the actor liked his

character, finds
NAGARAJ
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Balakrishna garu should
apologise: NAGA BABU

ashmika Mandanna, who is one of
the busiest actors around, has
been confined to home for the
past two months and she says
that she is at peace staying at
home.  Taking to her Instagram

page, she noted that all that matters to
her family is taking care of her. “During
this lockdown I have spent more than 2
months at home which is super long and
the best part is we don’t talk much about
work and all they care about is me. They
give me the strength to deal with every-
thing and this is my happy space... I
never thought I would feel this calm,
happy and at peace staying home but
trust me, family is home and you are
lucky if you come back home after a
long day of work and feel soo at peace!”
(Sic), the actress wrote, adding: “I
remember the days my mom stayed up
with me through the nights on sets dur-
ing shoots, my dad making ends meet
to spend some quality time with family
and my lil sis trying to cope up with
everything happening around her
(sic).”

She further noted that her life has
been a marathon since she was 18
and just when she thought it was
over, the race would begin again.
“I’m not complaining, this is what I
always wanted,” she posted.

Last seen opposite Nithiin in
Bheeshma, the actress will shoot-
ing for Pushpa, starring Allu Arjun,
up next.

Rashmika is
‘calm, happy 
and at peace'
staying at home

R

Dubbed version of
Baahubali 2 is a hit
on Russian TV

he Russian Embassy
on its verified Twitter
account has confirmed
that the 2017 block-
buster Baahubali 2:

The Conclusion has found
favour among TV viewers in
Russia.

The film has been dubbed in
Russian language and telecast

on a channel in that country.
“Indian cinema gains popu-

larity in Russia. Look what
Russian TV is broadcasting
right now: the Baahubali with
Russian voiceover!” tweeted
@RusEmbIndia, the official
Twitter account of the Embassy
of the Russian Federation in the
Republic of India, along with a
dubbed clip of the film.

Fans in India were overjoyed
with the news, and the dubbed
Russian clip of the film has
gone viral. Fans in India are
thanking Russia and Russians
for receiving the blockbuster
mythological action drama with
such warmth.

“Thank you from Telugu film
industry and from Telugu
speaking people.. Another addi-
tion to the list along with
Pasivadi Pranam (1987) got
dubbed into Russian language,”
tweeted a fan.

A fan, commenting on the
Russian Embassy’s tweet,
quipped: “I wonder how song
will be sung in Russian.. please
upload that video having song
or background song.”

To this, the embassy replied:
“They just put subtitles.”

Many Prabhas fans tweeted
pictures of their star, who
played the central father-son
characters of Amarendra
Bahubali and Mahendra
Bahubali, as a thank-you 
note.T

SHAURYA, ANISH
KRISHNA TEAM-UP
FOR A FAMILY
ENTERTAINER



AFP n LONDON

British Police want at least six
Premier League matches and

any Liverpool title clincher to be
played at neutral venues when
the season resumes in a bid to
avoid supporters gathering out-
side stadiums.

Premier League chiefs have
set June 17 as the date for the top
flight to restart following the
coronavirus delay.

They hope to play the
majority of the matches behind
closed doors on a home and
away basis at clubs’ usual stadi-
ums.

However, police are con-
cerned about the issue of hard-
core fans potentially flouting
social distancing rules by con-
gregating wherever their team
play.

With Liverpool two wins
away from clinching their first
English title for 30 years and
other relegation and European
qualification issues to be decid-
ed in the remaining 92 fixtures,
there is potential for police
resources to be stretched if
matches draw crowds outside
grounds.

Police bosses have spoken to
the Premier League about games

they consider especially tricky
and the matches they requested
to take place at neutral grounds
are Manchester City vs
Liverpool, Manchester City vs
Newcastle, Manchester United
vs Sheffield United, Newcastle vs
Liverpool and Everton vs
Liverpool.

“Our discussions with the
Premier League throughout this
process have been positive, with

a shared focus on the priority of
public health,” said Deputy Chief
Constable Mark Roberts of
South Yorkshire Police.

“As such we have reached a
consensus that balances the
needs of football, while also min-
imising the demand on policing.

“The majority of
remaining matches will
be played, at home and
away as scheduled, with
a small number of fix-
tures taking place at
neutral venues, which,
contrary to some reports, have
yet to be agreed.”
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AFP n ROME

Italy’s Serie A was given the
green light on Thursday to

resume on June 20 after a
three-month absence as one
of the countries hardest hit by
the coronavirus pandemic
begins to ease restrictions.

Sports Minister
Vincenzo Spadafora said that
the Government’s Technical
and Scientific Committee
(CTS) had agreed to the
health protocol proposed by
Italian football chiefs.

“Italy has started to
return to normal life again, it
is only right that football
should do the same,” said
Spadafora.

“The federation assured
me that it had a Plan B and
a Plan C.

“In light of these consid-
erations, the championship
can resume on June 20.”

Italian football federation
(FIGC) president Gabriele
Gravina told the minister
during the video conference
there would be a play-off sys-
tem if the champi-
onship were again
interrupted, while
the existing stand-
ings would be used if
it were stopped.

“We had a very
useful meeting,” said
Spadafora. “From the start, I
said that football could restart
once all the security condi-
tions had been met.”

No top-flight matches
in Italy have been played
since Sassuolo beat Brescia 3-

0 on March 9.
Italian football now faces

a scheduling nightmare, for
matches which will take place

behind closed doors.
“I’m happy and

satisfied,” said
Gravina.

“The restart of
football represents a
message of hope for
the whole country.”

Lega Serie A will now
meet to examine the differ-
ent calendar hypotheses for
the remaining Serie A and
Italian Cup matches,
amounting to 127 in total.

Most teams have 12

league games left to play, but
there were four postponed
fixtures.

Spadafora suggested that
the Italian Cup could be
concluded the week before
the return to Serie A action.

The semi-final return
leg matches between Inter
Milan and Napoli and AC
Milan and Juventus, could be
played on June 13-14 with the
final on June 17.

“I also hope to be able to
send a positive signal to the
whole country by taking
advantage of the week from
June 13 to 20 to conclude the
Italian Cup,” he added.

PTI n MELBOURNE

Cricket Australia has not
ruled out the possibility
of the Covid-19 pan-

demic forcing a change in the
schedule for India’s tour of the
country with the board still
keeping the door open for host-
ing four Tests in “as little as one
venue”.

Cricket Australia (CA) on
Thursday announced that India
will play the Tests at Brisbane
(December 3-7), Adelaide
(December 11-15), Melbourne
(December 26-30) and Sydney

(January 3-7) respectively.
However, CA chief execu-

tive Kevin Roberts said the
schedule could change depend-
ing on the travel restrictions
due to the health crisis.

“That (schedule) assumes
that state borders are open to
domestic travel. It may be that
circumstances dictate that when
the time comes maybe we can
only use one or two venues, we
really don’t know any of that
yet,” he told reporters on Friday.

“There is a lot of variables
based on whether we have four
venues in four states or as lit-

tle as one venue in one state.
There’s endless scenarios and
possibilities...”

Soon after the schedule
announcement,  Western
Australia Cricket Association
(WACA) chief  Christina
Matthews had lashed out at CA
for choosing Brisbane over
Perth as one of the venues for
the high-profile Test series.

Roberts said that the Gabba
didn’t get a Test during India’s
tour of Australia two years ago
and to strike a balance, Perth
was overlooked this time
around.

“If Perth received the India
Test (this year) it would mean
that Perth would have hosted
two England Tests (for Ashes)
and two India Tests over the
eight-year cycle for a total of
four ... Whereas Brisbane would
have only hosted two. So that
would have created an imbal-
ance over the cycle of the
Future Tours Programme,” he
said.

“And in the national inter-
est and ensuring we take high-
profile Test matches to cricket

fans in Queensland, it was a
more well-balanced solution.
Assuming, of course, that we
could get full crowds in play,
that’s when this schedule was
determined.

“The more balanced solu-
tion was to play the India Test
in Brisbane, meaning over the
eight-year cycle it would see
Perth hosting three Tests
against India and England and
Brisbane also hosting three
Tests against India and
England.”

AFP n BRUSSELS

Vincent Kompany has
turned down an offer from

Manchester City to become
Pep Guardiola’s assistant coach,
according to various Belgian
media reports on Friday.

The former City captain is
under contract as player-man-
ager of Anderlecht until 2022,
having left the Etihad Stadium
last year following a trophy-
laden 11-year spell in England.

Kompany, who has never
concealed his desire to one day
be City manager, said he want-
ed to stay at Anderlecht.

City boss Guardiola has
been looking for a new assistant
since Mikel Arteta left
Manchester to become Arsenal
manager last December.

AFP n PARIS

French Prime Minister Edouard
Philippe reiterated his Government’s

opposition to resuming professional sport
seasons in the country.

“I don’t think the time has come,”
Philippe said.

“I hope it will come soon, and that the
start of next season can take place under
normal conditions.

“It is not for me to pronounce on deci-
sions of leagues and federations.”

Philippe made the announcement as
he outlined relaxations to coronavirus
lockdown rules in France. These did not
include allowing sports leagues to restart.

Ligue 1 clubs hope to be back on the
pitch in June and start the 2020-21 sea-
son in August.

While their league season seems to
have been ended, Top 14 rugby hopes still
to complete its playoffs at some point.

“The championships were interrupt-
ed for two and a half months for excellent
reasons,” said Philippe who did, howev-
er, raise the possibility of professional
teams resuming training on 2 June under
a “strict” medical protocol.

The decision to halt the football
league is being challenged in France’s
administrative supreme court by at least
three clubs, led by Lyon. 

AFP nMADRID

La Liga president Javier Tebas said on
Friday that the league is hoping the

2020/21 season can start on September 12.
The current campaign is still suspend-

ed due to the coronavirus pandemic,
although La Liga is targeting a return on June

11 with the Seville derby between Real Betis
and Sevilla.

There are still 11 rounds of matches in
the Spanish top flight to be played this term.

“The important thing will be to
know the end date of the 2019-20 sea-
son,” Tebas told Marca. “The next one
will start on September 12.

“God willing, we will restart on June
11. We are waiting for Madrid and Barcelona
to move onto phase two (of easing of lock-
down rules).”

The Spanish Government last week
gave La Liga the green light to resume from
June 8. Tebas also said that television view-
ers would be able to choose whether to watch
matches, which will all be played behind
closed doors, with virtual sound effects
added.

LONDON: World Cup-winning
skipper Eoin Morgan, and the
pace duo of James Anderson and
Jofra Archer are among 55
England players who have been
asked to resume outdoor train-
ing to prepare for cricket behind
close doors.

The England and Wales
Cricket Board has added 37
names to the list after 18 bowlers
resumed individual training last
week, focussing on Test cricket.

Alex Hales, Liam Plunkett
and Joe Clarke are some big
names who do not feature in the
55-man list for the time being.

The ECB confirmed that the

players have been asked to
return to training, “as England
Men prepare for the prospect of
behind-closed-doors cricket,
subject to UK Government
clearance.”

The Board said it continues
to work closely with its county
partners to provide a safe and
efficient return to practice for
players. Other big names who
have been asked to resume
training include Moeen Ali,
Jonny Bairstow, Stuart Broad, Jos
Buttler, Adil Rashid, Tom
Curran, David Willey, and Sam
Billings among others.

The ECB said squads for

specific formats will be
announced in due course.

“The pool of players will
give selectors strong options
when it comes to selecting
squads across formats further
down the line, as we move clos-
er to our aim of playing interna-
tional cricket this summer,” ECB
Performance Director Mo Bobat
said in a statement.

“We will need to continue to
work closely with our medical
team and government to ensure
that our return to training and
play activities are in line with
best-practice guidelines,” he
added. PTI

PTI n NEW DELHI 

Indian batting great VVS
Laxman says the ability to

remain calm under pressure is
the reason behind Rohit
Sharma’s success as a captain in
the Indian Premier League.

The 33-year-old led
Mumbai Indians to four title
wins, one ahead of Chennai
Super Kings’ Mahendra Singh
Dhoni, making him currently
the most successful skipper in
the history of IPL.

The 45-year-old Laxman
recalled how Rohit evolved both
as a batsman and skipper since
playing his first IPL with Deccan
Chargers. “He became a leader
in the Deccan Chargers team.

When he came in the first year,
he was a youngster who just
played the T20 World Cup,
made his International debut for
India,” Laxman told Star Sports
show Cricket Connected.

“I think the way he was bat-
ting in the middle order, under
pressure because the team did-
n’t do well in the inaugural IPL
edition in 2008 ... Rohit was a
standout performer for us.”

Rohit is placed third in the
list of most run-getters in IPL
history, having scored 4898 runs
in 188 matches at an average of
31.60 with a highest score of 109
not out.

“In each and every match,
with each and every success, his
confidence level was just grow-
ing, he was getting into the core
group, helping the youngsters,
voicing his opinion and those
were early signs,” Laxman said.

“But for me, most impor-
tantly was handling the pressure
because not once in those tough
situations when he was batting
did it show, and he has evolved
and blossomed. That’s why he’s
one of the most successful cap-
tains in IPL history.”

DORTMUND: Borussia Dortmund midfielder
Mahmoud Dahoud has been ruled out for the
rest of the season with a knee injury, the
Bundesliga club announced on Friday.

The 24-year-old was replaced by Axel
Witsel in the 85th minute of Dortmund’s 1-0
defeat by title rivals and league leaders Bayern
Munich on Tuesday.

Dahoud has made 14 appearances for
Lucien Favre’s men in all competitions this sea-
son.

The Syrian-born player joins Erling Braut
Haaland, captain Marco Reus, Nico Schulz and
Dan-Axel Zagadou on the sidelines ahead of
Sunday’s trip to bottom club Paderborn. AFP

AFP n NYON

UEFA is studying “all
the options” for the

format of this sea-
son’s interrupted
Champions League,
amid reports on
Friday that
European football’s
governing body is
considering moving the
final from its scheduled
venue in Istanbul.

The Turkish city was
due to host the final this
Saturday at the Ataturk
Olympic Stadium, but the
tournament was suspend-
ed in mid-March at the
last-16 stage because of
the coronavirus pandemic.

UEFA still hopes to
conclude the competition
by the end of August, but

with major changes to the
format likely and games set
to be played behind closed
doors.

“We are looking at all

the options regarding the
calendar and the format of
the competition in the
working group involving
the clubs, leagues and

national associations,” a
UEFA spokesman said.

“No decision has been
taken yet but there should
be at the Executive
Committee meeting on
June 17.”

According to a UEFA
document, August 29
could be chosen as the new
date for the final.

The New York Times
reported on Friday that the
final would be moved from
Turkey but that Istanbul
could be chosen as host of
a future final, when it is
safe for fans to travel from
abroad in large numbers.

Changes could also be
made to the format of the
Europa League, the final of
which was due to be played
in the Polish city of Gdansk
this week.

PTI n NEW DELHI

The Badminton World
Junior Championships

to be held in Auckland in
September was on Friday
rescheduled to January next
year because of a disruption-
hit international calendar
owing to the Covid-19 pan-
demic.

The Badminton World
Federation (BWF) con-
firmed that the World Junior
Championships will now
be held from January 18 to
24 next year.

The prestigious event
will be preceded by the
World Junior Mixed Team
Championships with the
BWF scheduling it from
January 11 to 16.

“There are new dates for
the BARFOOT & THOMP-
SON BWF World Junior
Championships 2020, which
were scheduled to be held in
Auckland, New Zealand in
September this year,” the
BWF said in a release.

“The rescheduled dates
for the world events are 11-
24 January 2021.

Only those athletes eli-
gible for the originally
scheduled championships
are allowed to enter.

“The new time frame
gives the BWF, Badminton
New Zealand and tourna-
ment organisers the best
chance to stage a successful
event for the large volume of
junior players expected to
travel to Auckland.”

India series venue depend on circumstances: CA
‘Very high risk’ of T20

WC being postponed
PTI n MELBOURNE

Cricket Australia on Friday
conceded that there is “very

high risk” of this year’s T20
World Cup being postponed
and the body is bracing up for
huge revenue loss because of
that.

Speaking to reporters, CA
chief executive Kevin Roberts
admitted that the fate of T20
World Cup, to be hosted by
Australia in October-
November this year, is uncer-
tain because of the global trav-
el restrictions in place due to
the Covid-19 pandemic.

“We have been hopeful all
along that it could be staged in
October-November but you
would have to say there’s a very
high risk about the prospect of

that happening,” Roberts said.
He said CA is staring at a

revenue loss of around A$ 80
million.

Even if the tournament
goes ahead as per plan, it is like-
ly to be held in empty stadiums
because of the social distancing
norms and CA is well aware of
it.

“The likelihood of signifi-
cant crowds is very slim —
ordinarily that would deliver
well over A$ 50m revenue to
CA. 

The T20 World Cup is a big
question and that’s a factor of
perhaps A$ 20m.

“And it’s likely that our
bio-security measures that we
need to put in place to deliver
the season will cost in the
order of A$ 10m,” he said.

Adelaide Oval will host India vs Australia’s Day-Night Test during 2020-2021 Border-Gavaskar trophy ICC/Twitter

Serie A resumes on June 20

Juventus’ Cristiano Ronaldo trains during team’s training session Juve/Twitter

Laxman lauds Rohit’s
ability to handle pressure

Kompany turns down
offer to assist Pep

Police want Liverpool title clincher at neutral venue

LONDON: The FA Cup final is
set to take place on
August 1 after the
English Football
Association announced
provisional dates to fin-
ish the competition on
Friday.

After the Premier League
revealed they plan to resume
the season on June 17, the FA
Cup has now returned to an
English fixture list.

The FA Cup was halted
before the quarter-finals
because of the pandemic,
but tournament organisers
hope to complete it along-
side the Premier League.

The four matches in
the last eight will be played

over the weekend of June 27
and 28, with no decision
reached yet on whether these
will be played on a home-and-
away basis as normal or at neu-

tral venues. Leicester take on
Chelsea, Newcastle face hold-
ers Manchester City, Sheffield
United play Arsenal and
Norwich meet Manchester
United.

The semi-finals will be
played on July 11 and 12, with
the intention being for those
matches and the final to be
played at Wembley as usual.

All the ties will be behind
closed doors. AFP

FA Cup final on Aug 1

‘Fans could return for 20-21 season’
LONDON: Premier League chief
executive Richard Masters
said on Friday that fans could
be allowed to attend top-
flight matches in the 2020-21

season on a “phased basis”.
“No one knows when

matches will move away
from the behind-closed-
doors model and it is right
to have contingency plans in
place, but there is optimism

at the Premier League and at
clubs that we will see fans back

in the stadiums next season
and it may happen on a
phased basis,” Masters told Sky
Sports News. “Hopefully it
will be a huge morale boost
and that is what we’ve been
working towards.

“We’ve got some incredi-
ble fans in this country and we
all know the Premier League
as we know and love it won’t
be fully back until we have
fans back through the turn-
stiles.” AFP

Eng name 55-man training group

Curtailed sport seasons will
not restart: French PM

La Liga 2020-21 to begin from Sept 12

World Jr Badminton
C’ship rescheduled 

Dahoud out for rest of season UEFA considers ‘all options’ for CL format


